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Abstract
Operator algebra of (not necessarily free) higher-spin conformal conserved currents in
generalized matrix spaces, that include 3d Minkowski space-time as a particular case, is
shown to be determined by an associative algebra M of functions on the twistor space.
For free conserved currents, M is the universal enveloping algebra of the higher-spin alge-
bra. Proposed construction greatly simplifies computation and analysis of correlators of
conserved currents. Generating function for n-point functions of 3d (super)currents of all
spins, built from N free constituent massless scalars and spinors, is obtained in a concise
form of certain determinant. Our results agree with and extend earlier bulk computa-
tions in the HS AdS4/CFT3 framework. Generating function for n-point functions of 4d
conformal currents is also presented.
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2
1 Introduction
We apply methods of unfolded dynamics to derivation of the operator algebra of conserved
currents in three and higher dimensions. The problem is analyzed within the formulation in
generalized matrix space MM that provides a natural framework for description of conformal
fields in various space-time dimensions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In the case ofM2 equivalent to usual 3d
Minkowski space, our analysis reproduces operator algebra of free conformal conserved currents
of all spins built from free 3dmassless scalars and spinors. We derive full operator algebra of free
conserved currents and, in particular, the explicit form of n-point functions, including relative
coefficients. Obtained results agree with previously available in the literature on two-point,
three-point (see, e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and references therein) and n-point functions
[15] for conserved currents of any spin, extending them to supercurrents.
Our construction exhibits covariance under an infinite-dimensional symmetry which extends
usual higher-spin (HS) symmetries, that act individually on n-point functions with definite n, to
much larger multiparticle symmetries deduced in [16] from the research of this paper. Mixing
states with different number of particles, multiparticle symmetries relate n-point functions
with different n. Being represented by the universal enveloping algebra of the HS algebra,
multiparticle algebraM can be realized [16] in terms of an infinite set of oscillators reminiscent
of those of String Theory. Recognition of this symmetry as a promising candidate for the
symmetry of a HS generalization of String Theory is an important by-product of our analysis.
The key observation is that, when all spins are involved, conserved currents are described
by unrestricted functions J(Yi|X) of the doubled number of spinor (twistor) variables Y Ai ,
i = 1, 2 (A = 1, . . .M) [17]. In these terms, free 3d massless fields are described by functions
of two-component spinors yα and space-time coordinates xαβ = xβα, where α , β = 1, 2 are 3d
spinor indices, while 3d conserved currents J(yαi |x
αβ) depend on a pair of spinors yα1 , y
α
2 . Spin
s primary HS currents are
J±α1...α2s(x) =
∂2s
∂yα1± . . . ∂y
α2s
±
J(yαi |x)
∣∣∣
y=0
, yα± = y
α
1 ± y
α
2 . (1.1)
OPE of J(yαi |x)J(y
′α
i |x
′) develops a singularity at (x, y)→ (x′, y′). In particular, for x = x′,
J(yαi |x)J(y
′α
i |x) is a distribution with respect to y
α − y′α. The form of OPE at the same x is
very simple in terms of the twistor variables. However, making no sense at y = y′, such OPE
cannot be directly used for the analysis of currents (1.1) of definite spins evaluated at y = 0.
Hence, to compute OPE for currents of definite spins it is necessary to separate their space-time
coordinates x, x′ while for the tower of all spins OPE can be defined at x = x′.
In more detail, introducing for general M ,
I2g =
∫
R2M
d2MY g(Y1, Y2) J(Y1, Y2|0) , (1.2)
where g(Y1, Y2) is an arbitrary (test) function, operator algebra has the form
I2gI
2
g′ =: I
2
gI
2
g′ : +I
2
(g ⊳ g′+g′ ⊲ g) + tr ⊲ (g ⊳ g
′)Id , (1.3)
3
where ⊳ and ⊲ denote certain convolution products related to the star product via half-Fourier
transform and representing particular cases of certain “butterfly” product law (see Section 6).
The first term in (1.3) is regular (terms of this type are usually skipped). The other two are
singular. The second term implies that currents generate the HS algebra (see Section 5). The
third term is central. The number N of free fields from which the currents are constructed
enters through the definition of tr ⊲ which includes usual trace over color indices. Extension
of this formula to I2g (x)I
2
g′(x
′) is uniquely determined by the unfolded current conservation
equations, reproducing usual formulas.
Current operator algebra is fully determined in terms of the multiparticle algebra M, lead-
ing to the remarkably simple generating function for all n-point functions, expressed in terms
of certain determinant with respect to butterfly product. This butterfly formula works both for
3d and for 4d Minkowski space. Since all other operators have zero VEV, a n-point function
coincides with the coefficient in front of the unit operator Id of the operator algebra. As an-
nounced in (1.3), such coefficients are expressed in terms of a trace over the butterfly-product
algebra. Being similar to the Ansatz of bulk computation in [18, 14, 15], here it results from di-
rect computation which specifies the Green functions involved. Namely, we compute Wightman
functions. Of course, at least naively (i.e., away from singularities), from these results it is easy
to obtain T -ordered correlators by inserting appropriate step-functions in time coordinates.
Our original motivation was to study further AdS4/CFT3 HS correspondence that acquired
considerable attention after important work of Klebanov and Polyakov [19] where it was argued
that the HS gauge theory of [20] should be dual to the 3d O(N ) sigma model in the N → ∞
limit (for fermionic counterpart see [21]). This conjecture was checked by Giombi and Yin [11]
(and references therein) who were able to show in particular how the bulk computation in HS
gauge theory reproduces conformal correlators in the free 3d theory. Recently, Maldacena and
Zhiboedov [22, 23] addressed the question on restrictions imposed on a boundary 3d conformal
theory by HS conformal symmetries. Assuming unitarity and locality they were able to show
that a 3d conformal theory, that possesses a HS conserved current, should be free. This con-
clusion seemingly suggests that any AdS4 HS theory should be equivalent to a free boundary
theory at least in the most symmetric vacuum. However, in [24] it was shown that, beyond
N → ∞ limit, holographically dual of the AdS4 HS theory is a nonlinear 3d HS theory of
conformal currents interactings with 3d conformal HS gauge fields which were not allowed in
the analysis of [22, 23].
Results of this paper further support the idea of manifest duality of the bulk AdS4 HS
theory and that of boundary currents (plus boundary conformal fields) via unfolded dynamics
approach [24]. The appearance of convolution product in the OPE (1.3) is related via a half-
Fourier transform to the star product underlying minimal HS interactions (see Section 6.2).
This fits the standard expectation that the nontrivial part of boundary correlators should result
from interactions in the bulk. Moreover, as explained in Sections 2.2 and 11, via replacement of
boundary propagators of currents by bulk-to-boundary propagators of bulk fields, the boundary
computation of the OPE admits the bulk deformation that does not affect the final result.
From the perspective of a multiparticle HS theory, the computation of n-point functions is
essentially classical. There are two elements that make the result quantum from usual perspec-
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tive. One is that algebra M is itself non-commutative as a result of non-commutativity of the
HS algebra which is the algebra of oscillators (i.e., Weyl algebra). Another is the origin of the
central term proportional to the number N of free constituent fields in the example of currents
of this paper. As discussed in [16], the ambiguity in N is encoded in the definition of trace
on M, which enters the definition of n-point function. Hence, both of these quantum effects
acquire “classical” interpretation in terms of HS-like computations in multiparticle theory. It
is tempting to speculate that such “classical” multiparticle consideration should be equivalent
to quantum HS theory with all its multiparticle states involved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall relevant facts of the
unfolded formulation of fields of different ranks, conserved currents and charges. In Section
3, the construction and properties of D−functions of the unfolded massless field equations are
recalled. In Section 4, quantization prescription for free fields in the generalized matrix space
is recalled and quantum currents are introduced. In Section 5, algebra of charges is shown to
be isomorphic to the star-product algebra associated with conformal HS algebra. In Section 6,
operator algebra of currents in twistor space is introduced and determined for any M in terms
of butterfly-product algebra. Derivation of butterfly formulae form the multiparticle algebra
of [16] is given in Section 7. Space-time operator algebra is presented in Section 8. General
formulae for 3d and 4d n-point functions are obtained in Section 9. Numerous examples are
considered in Section 10. Conclusions and perspectives are discussed in Section 11.
2 Fields, currents and charges
2.1 Fields
As shown in [4], conformal fields in various dimensions are conveniently described in terms of
generalized space-timeMM with symmetric matrix coordinates XAB = XBA (A,B = 1 . . .M).
In the unfolded formulation of [4], conformal fields are formulated in terms of 0-forms C±(Y |X)
that depend both on the coordinates XAB and on the spinor (twistor) coordinates Y A. Rank-
one unfolded equations are (
∂
∂XAB
± i
∂2
∂Y A∂Y B
)
C±(Y |X) = 0 . (2.1)
In the case ofM = 2, these are massless equations for scalar and spinor fields in three space-time
dimensions, described, respectively, by even
(
C±(Y |X) = C±(−Y |X)
)
and odd
(
C±(Y |X) =
−C±(−Y |X)
)
functions of Y [25].
For M > 2, equations (2.1) are related to conformal equations in higher dimensions as
discussed in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In particular, at M = 4 they describe a tower of 4d conformal
(massless) fields of all spins [2, 3, 4]. In this section we consider the case of arbitrary M ,
keeping in mind that it is related to the AdS4/CFT3 HS correspondence at M = 2.
Unfolded formulation [26] is useful in many respects (for more detail and references see [27]).
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In particular, given function C(Y |0) of spinors Y A, it reconstructs a solution of Eq. (2.1) by
C±(Y |X) = exp
(
∓iXAB
∂2
∂Y A∂Y B
)
C(Y |0) . (2.2)
As explained in [28], + and − in Eq. (2.1) distinguish between positive and negative fre-
quencies, i.e., particles and antiparticles. Namely,
C±(Y |X) =
1
(2π)
M
2
∫
dMξ c±(ξ) exp
[
± i
(
ξAξBX
AB + Y BξB
)]
(2.3)
are complex conjugated to each other
c−(ξ) = c+(ξ) , C−(Y |X) = C+(Y |X) . (2.4)
It is useful to analytically continue C±(Y |X) to C±(Y|X ) [28] where
XAB = XAB + iXAB , XAB = ReXAB , XAB = ImXAB , (2.5)
YA = Y A + iYA , Y A = ReYA , YA = ImYA. (2.6)
The real part XAB of XAB is identified with the coordinates of the generalized space-time
containing Minkowski space as a subspace. The imaginary part XAB is required to be positive
definite and was treated in [5] as a regulator that makes the Gaussian integrals well-defined
(i.e., physical quantities are obtained in the limit XAB → 0; note, that the complex coordinates
ZAB of [5] are related to XAB as XAB = iZ
AB
). XAB belong to the upper Siegel half-space
HM [29, 30]. Evidently, −X
AB
∈ HM provided that XAB ∈ HM and vice versa. The complex
variables YA extend Siegel space to Fock-Siegel space HM × CM .
Continuation of the functions C±(2.3) to Fock-Siegel space HM × C
M is
C+(Y|X ) =
1
(2π)
M
2
∫
dMξ c+(ξ) exp
[
i
(
ξAξBX
AB + ξAY
A
)]
, (2.7)
C−(Y|X ) =
1
(2π)
M
2
∫
dMξ c−(ξ) exp
[
−i
(
XABξAξB + ξAY
A
)]
. (2.8)
Generalization of the conventional classical field to unfolded dynamics approach is provided
by mutually conjugated full fields
Φj(Y |X) = C
+
j (Y |X) + i
pjC−j (iY |X) , Φj(Y |X) = C
−
j (Y |X) + i
pjC+j (iY |X) , (2.9)
where j = 1, . . . ,N is the color index, and parity pj = 0, 1 distinguishes between bosons and
fermions
c±j (−ξ) = (−1)
pjc±j (ξ). (2.10)
Note that, in terms of representations of the AdS4 symmetry sp(4;R), 3d conformal fields
correspond to singletons. Hence, adding a singleton is equivalent to the change N → N + 1 of
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the number N of 3d boundary conformal fields, which fact is in agreement with the results of
[31] where, however, singleton was described as a bulk field.
Let ρ be an involutive linear map
ρ(C±j (Y |X)) = (i)
pjC∓j (iY |X) , (2.11)
ρ2(C±j (Y |X)) = (−1)
pjC±j (−Y |X) = C
±
j (Y |X) : ρ
2 = Id . (2.12)
Then
Φj(Y |X) = (1 + ρ)(C
+
j (Y |X)) , Φj(Y |X) = (1 + ρ)(C
−
j (Y |X)) . (2.13)
Hence
ρ (Φj(Y |X)) = Φj(Y |X) , ρ
(
Φj(Y |X)
)
= Φj(Y |X). (2.14)
Note that
Φj(Y |X) = i
pjΦj(iY |X) , Φj(Y |X) = i
pjΦj(iY |X) . (2.15)
The factors of i in (2.9) are introduced in such a way that, containing positive and negative
frequencies, Φj(Y |X) and Φj(Y |X) obey unfolded equations with definite signs of the second
terms(
∂
∂XAB
+ i
∂2
∂Y A∂Y B
)
Φj(Y |X) = 0 ,
(
∂
∂XAB
− i
∂2
∂Y A∂Y B
)
Φj(Y |X) = 0 . (2.16)
2.2 Currents and charges
Let us recall, following [28], main properties of the unfolded formulation of conserved currents.
Rank-two field equation reads as [17](
∂
∂XAB
− i
∂2
∂U (A∂V B)
)
J(U, V |X) = 0 . (2.17)
J(U, V |X), that satisfies Eq. (2.17), will be called rank-two current field (or, simply, current).
Clearly, rank-two fields can be interpreted as bi-local fields in the twistor space. In this respect
they are somewhat analogous to space-time bi-local fields sometimes used for the description
of currents (see e.g [32, 33] and references therein). The important difference between these
two approaches is however that rank-two fields are unconstrained in the twistor space while bi-
local space-time fields should obey additional differential conditions with respect to the doubled
coordinates. It is this property that makes twistor description efficient.
In unfolded formulation, fundamental dynamical fields, which are primaries in the conformal
setup, are described by cohomology of the operator σ−. For Eq. (2.17), this is the cohomology
group H0(σ−) where
σ− = dX
AB ∂
2
∂UA∂V B
. (2.18)
As shown in [17], the primary currents at any M are represented by the following components
j of J(U, V |X)
j1(U |X) = J(U, 0|X) , j2(V |X) = J(0, V |X) , j1,2 = CAB(X)U
AV B , (2.19)
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where CAB(X) = −CBA(X). All other components of J(U, V |X) are expressed via derivatives
of the primary currents by unfolded equations (2.17).
Any current J(U, V |X) can be decomposed into a sum of currents Jh(U, V |X) of different
“helicities” h, that satisfy
HJh(U, V |X) = hJh(U, V |X) , (2.20)
where the helicity operator
H =
1
2
(
V A
∂
∂V A
− UA
∂
∂UA
)
(2.21)
commutes to the operator on the l.h.s. of Eq. (2.17), and h is some integer or half-integer.
Since J(U, V |X) obeys (2.17), one can use the evolution formula analogous to (2.2)
J(U, V |X) = exp
(
iXAB
∂2
∂V A∂UB
)
J(U, V |0) . (2.22)
A rank-two current field gives rise to the M-forms [28]
Ω(J) =
1
2
(
i dXAB
∂
∂UB
+ d V A
)M
J(U, V |X)
∣∣∣
U=0
(2.23)
and
Ω˜(J) =
1
2
(
i dXAB
∂
∂V B
+ dUA
)M
J(U, V |X)
∣∣∣
V=0
, (2.24)
that are closed by virtue of (2.17). As a result, on solutions of (2.17), the charges
Q(J) =
∫
Σ
Ω(J) , Q˜(J) =
∫
Σ
Ω˜(J) (2.25)
are independent of local variations of a M-dimensional integration surface Σ ⊂MM ⊗RM . For
currents that decrease fast enough at space infinity of MM , the charges (2.25) turn out to be
independent of the time parameter in MM , thus being conserved.
An important realization of a rank-two current field is provided by the generalized stress
tensor constructed from bilinears of free rank-one fields C±i in MM ⊗ R
M , that satisfy (2.1)
and carry color indices i, j = 1, 2, . . .N
Tij(U, V |X) = C
+
i (V − U |X)C
−
j (U + V |X) . (2.26)
Eq. (2.17) is equivalent to(
∂
∂XAB
+ i
∂2
∂Y A1 ∂Y
B
1
− i
∂2
∂Y A2 ∂Y
B
2
)
Tij(Y1, Y2 |X) = 0 , (2.27)
where
Tij(Y1, Y2|X) = Tij(U(Y ), V (Y )|X) , V (Y ) =
1
2
(Y1+ Y2) , U(Y ) =
1
2
(Y2− Y1) . (2.28)
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The first-order differential operators A(Y |X)
Aa
B(Y |X) = 2iXAB
∂
∂Y A
− aY B , AaC(Y |X) =
∂
∂Y C
, a = +,− , (2.29)
which have the property
A±(−iY |X) = iA∓(Y |X) , (2.30)
obey [
∂
∂XAB
± i
∂2
∂Y A∂Y B
, A±(Y |X)
]
= 0 . (2.31)
Hence, any polynomial of these operators η(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) obeys[(
∂
∂XAB
+ i
∂2
∂Y A1 ∂Y
B
1
− i
∂2
∂Y A2 ∂Y
B
2
)
, η(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X))
]
= 0 . (2.32)
Therefore,
Jη(Y |X) = η
ij(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X))Tij(Y1, Y2 |X) (2.33)
obeys the current equation (2.17) with the identification (2.28).
Most of polynomials ηij(A) lead to exact forms (2.23) and (2.24) and, hence, zero charges
(2.25). Indeed, consider the following operators
BA(U, V |X) =
∂
∂UA
= −A+A(Y1|X) +A−A(Y2|X) , (2.34)
BB(U, V |X) = iXAB
∂
∂UA
+ V B =
1
2
(−A+
B(Y1|X) +A−
B(Y2|X)) ,
B˜A(U, V |X) =
∂
∂V A
= A+A(Y1|X) +A−A(Y2|X) , (2.35)
B˜B(U, V |X) = iXAB
∂
∂V A
+ UB =
1
2
(A+
B(Y1|X) +A−
B(Y2|X)) ,
which obey Heisenberg commutation relations
[B˜B(U, V |X),B
C(U, V |X)] = δCB , [BB(U, V |X), B˜
C(U, V |X)] = δCB . (2.36)
As shown in [34], the form Ω(Jη) (2.23) is exact provided that
η(B , B˜) = B˜B(U, V |X)ηB(B , B˜) + B˜A(U, V |X)η
A(B , B˜) (2.37)
for some ηA and η
A. Analogously, η(B , B˜) of the form
η(B , B˜) = BB(U, V |X)ηB(B , B˜) + BA(U, V |X)η
A(B , B˜) (2.38)
9
leads to the exact form Ω˜(Jη) (2.24). As a result, nonzero charges Q and Q˜ are represented,
respectively, by B˜-independent η(B(U, V |X)) and B-independent η(B˜(U, V |X)) which can be
interpreted as parameters of global HS symmetry transformations generated by the charges
Q(Jη) = Q(Jη(B)) , Q˜(Jη) = Q˜(Jη(B˜)) .
Since
H(B) = −
1
2
B , H(B˜) =
1
2
B˜ , (2.39)
where H is the helicity operator (2.21), the charges Q˜ and Q are supported by the parameters
of non-negative and non-positive helicities, respectively. As shown in Section 5, the charges Q˜
and Q generate the N = 2 supersymmetric HS algebra where the number of charges of a given
spin is doubled.
Consider involutive maps P1, P2 ((Pi)
2 = 1)
P1
(
A(Y1, Y2)
)
= A(−Y1, Y2) , P2
(
A(Y1, Y2)
)
= A(Y1,−Y2) . (2.40)
Equivalently, in terms of U, V ,
P1
(
B(V, U)
)
= B(U, V ) , P2
(
B(V, U)
)
= B(−U,−V ) . (2.41)
Since from Eqs. (2.34), (2.35) it follows that B˜ ⇔ B when U ⇔ V , we observe that
P1
(
B(U, V |X)
)
= B˜(U, V |X) , P1
(
B˜(U, V |X)
)
= B(U, V |X) , (2.42)
P2
(
B(U, V |X)
)
= B˜(−U,−V |X) , P2
(
B˜(U, V |X)
)
= B(−U,−V |X) .
For the bilinear stress tensor Tij (2.26) this gives
T˜ij(U, V |X) := P1
(
Tij(U, V |X)
)
= C+i (−V + U |X)C
−
j (U + V |X) . (2.43)
Since C+i (−Y |X) solves (2.1) provided that C
+
i (Y |X) does, T˜ij(U, V |X) is also a bilinear stress
tensor (2.26). Hence
P1
(
Ω(Jη(B))
)
= Ω˜(J˜η(B˜)) , J˜η(B˜) = η
ij(B˜)T˜ij(U, V |X) (2.44)
and
Q(Jη(B)) = Q˜(J˜η(B˜)). (2.45)
The construction of currents admits several generalizations. In particular, rank-2r currents
considered in [28] obey (
∂
∂XAB
− i
r∑
j
∂2
∂UjA∂VjB
)
J2r(U, V |X) = 0 . (2.46)
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A multilinear “stress tensor” is
T 2r(U, V |X) =
r∏
j=1
C+ij (Vj − Uj |X)C
−
kj
(Uj + Vj |X), (2.47)
where C±m(Y |X) are solutions of positive- or negative-frequency rank-one equations. Then
J2r(U, V |X) = η(B, B˜)T 2r(U, V |X), (2.48)
where η(B , B˜) are polynomial parameters that depend on Bj (2.34) and B˜j(2.35) with U → Uj
and V → Vj , solves (2.46). The multilinear stress tensor (2.47) is nothing but the bilinear stress
tensor (2.26) built from the rank-one solutions in MrM , that result from rank-r solutions in
MM realized by the r-linear products of rank-one solutions in MM .
Alternatively, one can consider multilinear currents of the form
J 2rη1...ηn(Y1, . . . , Y2r|X1, . . . , Xr) =
∏
j
Jηj (Y2j−1, Y2j|Xj) , (2.49)
where ηj = ηj(A(Y2j−1, Y2j|Xj)) with A (2.29).
It is important to note that unfolded equation (2.46) as well as its particular cases of ranks
one (2.1) and two (2.17) have a form of covariant constancy conditions
D0C = 0 , D0 = d+ ω0 , (2.50)
where C is any of the fields C, Φ or J and D0 is the covariant derivative of the conformal algebra
sp(4) for M = 2 or its extension sp(2M) for higher M (see e.g. [4]). To describe a conformally
flat space-time, the connection ω0 is required to be flat
D20 = 0 . (2.51)
The equations considered in this paper represent (2.50) in the particular case of ω0 correspond-
ing to Cartesian coordinate system where the only nonzero component is vielbein associated
with the translations in the conformal group. However, one can equally well describe the same
systems in any other conformally invariant coordinates associated with different ω0.
Moreover, in accordance with the general analysis of [16], this allows one immediately extend
consideration to a larger space exhibiting the same symmetry simply by adding additional
coordinates. The particularly important case is the extension of d-dimensional Minkowski
space to AdSd+1. (For the constructive definition of the respective connections see [16].) As
discussed in some more detail in the preamble of Section 6, this simple observation makes the
correspondence between boundary and bulk computations nearly tautological.
3 D−functions
D−functions of the massless Klein-Gordon-like equation( ∂2
∂XAB∂XCD
−
∂2
∂XAC∂XBD
)
b(X) = 0 (3.1)
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and the Dirac-like equation
∂
∂XAB
fC(X)−
∂
∂XAC
fB(X) = 0 (3.2)
in MM were introduced in [5] as their singular solutions resulting from the integral represen-
tation (2.3)
D±(X) = ∓i(2π)−M
∫
dMξ exp
[
±i(ξAξBX
AB)
]
. (3.3)
The Y dependence of D−functions reconstructed in [28] via the unfolded equations (2.1) is
D±(Y |X) = ∓i(2π)−M
∫
dMξ exp
[
±i(ξAξBX
AB + ξAY
A)
]
. (3.4)
Note that normalization of D± (3.3), (3.4) differs from that of [5, 28] by the factor of 2−M to
achieve
D±(Y |X)
∣∣∣
X→0
= ∓iδM (Y ) . (3.5)
Hence, D±(Y |X) (3.4) belong to the class of solutions of (2.1), that includes distributions in Y .
Recall that D-functions have to be distinguished from Green functions. The former solve
homogeneous field equations with δ-functional initial data while the latter solve inhomogeneous
field equations with the δ-functional right-hand-side. Nevertheless they have similar form away
from singularity. As discussed in [5], the difference is essentially due to step-functions in time.
As a result, away from singularity, computation of chronologically ordered functions with causal
propagators gives the same result as Wightman functions with appropriately ordered arguments.
In this paper we compute Wightman functions based on D-functions.
Continuation of D+ to Fock–Siegel space
D+(Y|X ) = −i(2π)−M
∫
dMξ exp
[
i(XAB ξAξB + Y
AξA)
]
, (3.6)
gives
D+(Y|X ) =
−i
2MπM/2
s−1 exp(−
i
4
X−1ABY
AYB) , X−1ABX
BC = δCA , (3.7)
where
s2(X ) = det
(
− iX
)
. (3.8)
Evidently,
D−(Y|X ) = D
+
(Y|X ) . (3.9)
As shown in [5], for non-degenerate XAB
D±(X) = ∓
i
2Mπ
M
2
exp
(
±
iπIX
4
)
1√
| det(X )|
∣∣∣
ImX→0
, (3.10)
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where
IX = n+ − n− (3.11)
is the inertia index of the matrix XAB with n+ and n− being, respectively, the numbers of
positive and negative eigenvalues of XAB. Integral representation (3.6) provides definition of
the regularized expression in the complex space.
From (3.7) and (3.10) it follows that
D±(Y |X) = D±(X) exp
(
∓
i
4
X−1ABY
AY B
)
= (3.12)
∓
i
2Mπ
M
2
exp
(
±
iπIX
4
)
1√
| det(X )|
exp
(
∓
i
4
X−1ABY
AY B
) ∣∣∣
ImX→0
.
D-functions provide integral representation for solutions of field equations. The simplest
way to see this is to observe that D±(Y ′ − Y |X ′ −X) solves (2.1) with respect to both X ′ , Y ′
and X, Y . Hence, with respect to primed variables,
D±(V ′ ∓ U ′ − Y |X ′ −X)C∓(V ′ ± U ′|X ′) (3.13)
is a bilinear stress tensor of the form (2.26) that depends on Y and X as parameters. The
respective (spin one) conserved charge gives a solution C∓(Y |X) of (2.1) independent of the
choice of integration surface and reproducing C∓(Y ′|X ′) at X = X ′, Y = Y ′ due to (3.5).
In this paper, we will use the evolution formulae in the space of Y variables [28], which in
the limit ImX → 0 can be conveniently written as
Ca(Y |X) = i
∫
dMY ′ Da(Y
′−Y |X ′−X)Ca(Y ′|X ′) no summation over a = +,− , (3.14)
where
Da(Y |X) = εabD
b(Y |X) , ε−+ = −ε+− = 1 . (3.15)
The following simple consequence of (3.14) plays the key role in the analysis of Section 8∫
dMpD−(p−Y |X)D+(p−Y
′|X ′) = −iD−(Y −Y
′|X−X ′) = −iD+(Y −Y
′|X ′−X) . (3.16)
Away from singularities, i.e., at detX 6= 0, from Eqs. (3.12) it follows that
D±(Y |X) = D±(X) exp
(
±
i
4
X−1ABY
AY B
)
, D+(Y |X) = D−(Y | −X) , (3.17)
D−(iY | −X) = D+(iY |X) = exp
(
iπIX
2
)
D−(Y |X) = exp
(
iπIX
2
)
D+(Y | −X) . (3.18)
Formula (3.14), providing at fixed X ′ the map from the twistor space to (boundary) X
space, allows us to call Da twistor-to-boundary D-functions. In accordance with the discussion
in the end of Section 2.2, their extension to twistor-to-bulk D-functions with the same initial
data (3.5) provides an extension of the whole setup to the bulk.
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4 Quantization
As usual, the decomposition into positive– and negative–frequency parts (2.3) gives rise to the
quantum creation and annihilation operators [5] cˆ±j (ξ) (j is color index). The (anti)commutation
relations are [5]
[ˆc−j (ξ1), cˆ
+
k (ξ2)]± = δjk
1
2
(
δM(ξ1 − ξ2) + (−1)
pjpkδM(ξ1 + ξ2)
)
, [ˆc±j (ξ1), cˆ
±
k (ξ2)]± = 0 , (4.1)
where pj = 0, 1 is the boson-fermion parity (2.10). For quantum fields
Cˆ±j (Y |X) = (2π)
−M
2
∫
dMξ cˆ±j (ξ) exp
[
±i
(
ξAξBX
AB + ξAY
A
)]
(4.2)
this gives
[Cˆ−j (Y |X) , Cˆ
+
k (Y
′|X ′)]± =
1
2i
δjk
{
D− (Y − Y ′|X −X ′) + (−1)pjpkD− (Y + Y ′|X −X ′)
}
,
(4.3)
with D− (3.4). By virtue of (3.5), at X = X ′ this gives
[Cˆ−j (Y |X) , Cˆ
+
k (Y
′|X)]± =
1
2
δjk
(
δ(Y − Y ′) + (−1)pjpkδ(Y + Y ′)
)
. (4.4)
Generalized quantum HS stress tensor is
Tˆj k(Y1, Y2|X) =: Φˆj(Y1|X)Φˆk(Y2|X) : (4.5)
with the quantized full fields (2.9) Φˆj , Φˆj. As usual, normal ordering sends Cˆ
+ to the left and
Cˆ− to the right, i.e.,
: Cˆ−k (Y2|X)Cˆ
+
j (Y1|X) := (−1)
pjpkCˆ+j (Y1|X)Cˆ
−
k (Y2|X) . (4.6)
Substitution of (2.9) into (4.5) gives
Tˆj k(Y1, Y2|X) =
∑
a,b=+,−
(κa1)
pj (κb2)
pkTˆabj k(κ
a
1Y1, κ
b
2Y2|X) , (4.7)
where
Tˆa bj k(W 1,W 2|X) = : Cˆ
a
j (W 1|X)Cˆ
b
k(W 2|X) : (4.8)
and
κ+1 = κ
−
2 = 1 , κ
+
2 = κ
−
1 = i . (4.9)
Note that
Tˆa bj k(W 1,W 2|X) = (−1)
pjpkTˆb ak j(W 2,W 1|X) , (4.10)
Tˆa bj k(W 1,W 2|X) = (−1)
pj Tˆa bj k(−W 1,W 2|X) = (−1)
pkTˆa bj k(W 1,−W 2|X)
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and
(κa1)
−1 = aκa1 , (κ
a
2)
−1 = −aκa2 , iκ
a
2 = −aκ
a
1 . (4.11)
Let us extend the action of ρ (2.11) to Tˆ j k(Y1 , Y2|X). Assuming that ρ is an antiautomor-
phism and using (2.14) we obtain
ρ
(
Tˆj k(Y1, Y2|X)
)
= : ρ
(
Φˆk(Y2|X)
)
ρ
(
Φˆj(Y1|X)
)
: = (−1)pkpj Tˆj k(Y1, Y2|X) . (4.12)
Also, by virtue of (2.15) along with
ipj, k = ipj+pk(−1)pkpj , pj, k = (pj + pk ) mod 2 ({p mod 2} = 0 or 1) , (4.13)
where pj, k is the boson-fermion parity of Tˆ j k(Y1 , Y2|X),
Tˆ j k(Y1 , Y2|X) = i
pj, k Tˆ k j(iY2 , iY1|X) . (4.14)
From
Φˆ†j(Y |X) = Φˆj(Y |X) , (4.15)
where † denotes Hermitian conjugation, it follows that
Tˆ †j k(Y1, Y2|X) = Tˆk j(Y2, Y1|X) (4.16)
and, hence,
Tˆ †j k(Y1, Y2|X) = i
pj, k+2sTˆj k(Y1, Y2|X) , (4.17)
since spin s of a current is defined as the homogeneity degree in Y
Tˆ j k(λY1 , λY2|X) = λ
2sTˆ j k(Y1 , Y2|X) . (4.18)
In particular, this implies that Tˆjk is (anti)Hermitian for (odd)even spins.
Consider the full current
Jη(Y1, Y2|X) = η
j k(A)Tˆj k(Y1, Y2|X) , (4.19)
called later on F -current, with parameters ηj k(A) depending on A±(Y |X) (2.29). Since Φˆj ,
Φˆj obey the unfolded equations (2.16), Jη(Y1, Y2|X) obeys Eq. (2.27). Hence, Ω(Jη) (2.23)
is a closed M−form, defining a conserved charge (2.25). F -currents are analogues of classical
currents in unfolded dynamics. Space-time currents are
Jη(X) = Jη(Y1, Y2|X)
∣∣
Y=0
. (4.20)
To relate statistics of ηjk to that of Tˆjk, i.e., pj, k (4.13), we require
Jη(−Y1,−Y2|X) = Jη(Y1, Y2|X) : η
j k(−A) = (−1)pj, kηj k(A) (4.21)
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with Grassmann (odd)even ηjk for pj, k = (1)0 , i.e.,
ηj k(A(Y |X))η′mn(A(Y ′|X ′)) = (−1)pj, kpm,nη′mn(A(Y ′|X ′))ηj k(A(Y |X)) . (4.22)
In addition, symmetry parameters are required to have the same Y -parities as elementary fields
ηkm(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = (−1)
pkηkm(A+(−Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = (−1)
pmηkm(A+(Y1|X),A−(−Y2|X)) .
(4.23)
Taking into account properties (2.30) of A, let ρ act on parameters ηj k(A) as
ρ
(
ηj k(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X))
)
= ipj, kηk j(iA−(Y2|X), iA+(Y1|X)) . (4.24)
Hence, by virtue of (4.21), (4.23) and (4.24), the action of ρ remains involutive on η. As a
result,
η = η+ + η− , η± =
1
2
(
η ± ρ(η)
)
. (4.25)
The terms with η− do not contribute to the space-time currents Jη(X). Indeed, due to (2.30)
Jη±(Y |X)
∣∣
Y=0
= η±j k(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X))Tˆj k(Y1, Y2|X)
∣∣
Y=0
(4.26)
= ±η±j k(A+(iY2|X),A−(iY1|X))Tˆj k(iY2, iY1|X)
∣∣
Y=0
= ±Jη±(Y |X)
∣∣
Y=0
since the substitution Y ⇒ iY along with the exchange 1⇔ 2 has no effect at Y1,2 = 0.
More generally, we introduce A-currents that contain different frequency parts and can be
used for computation of amplitudes
Jγ(Y1, Y2|X) =
∑
a,b
Ja bγ (Y1, Y2|X) , (4.27)
where
Ja bγ (Y1, Y2|X) = (κ
a
1)
pj (κb2)
pkγj ka b
(
A+ (Y1|X) ,A− (Y2|X)
)
Tˆa bj k(κ
a
1Y1, κ
b
2Y2|X) (4.28)
with arbitrary γj ka b
(
A+ (Y1|X) ,A− (Y2|X)
)
.
F -current Jη is a particular case of Jγ at γ
k j
ab = η
k j ∀ a, b, i.e.,
Jη =
∑
a,b
J abη , J
ab
η (Y1, Y2|X) = J
ab
γ (Y1, Y2|X)
∣∣∣
γab=η
. (4.29)
The action of ρ on parameters γj kab (A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) is defined analogously
ρ
(
γj kab (A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X))
)
= ipj, kγk jba (iA−(Y2|X), iA+(Y1|X)) . (4.30)
Again,
γ = γ+ + γ− , γ± =
1
2
(
γ ± ρ(γ)
)
. (4.31)
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Analogously to (4.22), we require
γj ka b (A(Y |X))γ
′mn
cd (A(Y
′|X)) = (−1)pj, kpm,nγ′mncd (A(Y
′|X))γj ka b (A(Y |X)) . (4.32)
Now we are in a position to consider algebra of quantum charges and OPE of currents.
The current operator algebra contains all quantum 2r-linear currents (2.49) which are normal-
ordered products of the bilinear ones
J 2rη1...ηr(Y1, . . . , Y2r|X1, . . . , Xr) = η
j1 k1;...;jr kr(A1, . . . ,Ar)Tˆj1 k1;...;jr kr(Y1, . . . , Y2r|X1, . . . , Xr) ,
(4.33)
where
ηj1 k1;...;jr kr(A1, . . . ,Ar) =
r∏
α=1
(
ηjα kαα (A+(Y2α−1|Xα),A−(Y2α|Xα))
)
,
Tˆj1 k1;...;jr kr(Y1, . . . , Y2r|X1, . . . , Xr) = :
( r∏
α=1
Tˆjα kα(Y2α−1, Y2α|Xα)
)
: . (4.34)
5 Algebra of charges
5.1 Charges
As shown in Section 2, nonzero charges Q and Q˜ (2.25) are supported by currents with pa-
rameters η(B) and η˜(B˜) with B (2.34) and B˜ (2.35), respectively. The decomposition (4.27) of
currents induces a similar decomposition of the differential forms (2.23) and charges (2.25)
Qη =
∑
ab
Qabη , Q
ab
η =
1
2
∫
Σab
Ω(Jabη ) (5.1)
and similarly for Q˜.
Let us first consider the charges Q with parameters η(B) independent of B˜. In this case,
Ω(Jabη ) =
1
2M !
dWA1∧. . .∧dWAMεA1...AM J
ab
η (U, V |X)
∣∣∣
U=0
, dWA = i dXAB
∂
∂UB
+d V A ,
(5.2)
where εA1...AM is the fully antisymmetric tensor (ε1...M = 1) and
Jabη (U, V |X) = J
ab
η (V − U, V + U |X) (5.3)
with J abη (4.29). As a first step, we show that
Q++η = Q
−−
η = 0 , Qη = Q
+−
η +Q
−+
η = Qηa , Q
−+
ηa = Q
+−
ηa , a = sign(i
M) (5.4)
with ηa (4.25) (a = +,− , M is even).
In particular, for M = 2, a bosonic parameter ηsign(i
2) is antisymmetric, while for M = 4
ηsign(i
4) is symmetric. Note that, in the case of M = 4, the fields and currents depend on
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coordinates XAB of the ten-dimensional matrix space. As shown in [28], global symmetry
parameters of the current in the matrix space should be singular to reproduce a nonzero current
in Minkowski space. This singularity is ρ-odd. Hence genuine symmetry parameters of the
currents in Minkowski space are also ρ-odd. This phenomenon is expected to occur for higher
M as well.
Let us show that Ω(J++η ) (5.2) with η = η(BA,B
A) is exact. Indeed, by virtue of (4.2) and
(4.11), for any parameter ηjk = ηjk(A) with A (2.29) J abη (4.29) acquires the form
J abη (Y1, Y2|X) =
(κa1)
pj(κb2)
pk
(2π)M
∫
R2M
dMξ1d
Mξ2 : cˆ
a
j (ξ1)cˆ
b
k(ξ2) : (5.5)
ηjk exp
(
a i
(
ξ1Aξ1BX
AB + κa1 Y
B
1 ξ1B
)
+ b i
(
ξ2Aξ2BX
AB + κb2Y
B
2 ξ2B
))
,
where
ηjk(A+
A(Y1|X),A+A(Y1|X),A−
A(Y2|X),A−A(Y2|X))→ η
jk(iκa1
∂
∂ξ1A
, aiκa1ξ1A, iκ
b
2
∂
∂ξ2A
, biκb2ξ2A) .
(5.6)
Hence, by virtue of (2.34) and partial integration, (5.2) with η = (BA,BA) gives
Ω(J++η ) = (i)
pk
1
2(2π)MM !
∫
R2M
dMξ dMλ dWA1 ∧ . . . ∧ dWAM εA1...AM (5.7)
exp
(
iXAB(ξAξB + λAλB) + iV
C(iλC + ξC)
)
ηj k
(
−i(ξ − iλ) , i
∂
∂(ξ + iλ)
)
cˆ+j (ξ) cˆ
+
k (λ) ,
where dWA =
(
i dXAB(ξ − iλ)B + d V A
)
. It is easy to see that Ω(J++η ) = dω
++
M−1 where
ω++M−1 =
(i)pk+1
2M !(2π)M
∫
R2M
dM ξ dMλ dWA1 ∧ . . . ∧ dWAM−1εA1...AM
PAM B(ξB − iλB)
PC D(ξCξD + λCλD)
(5.8)
exp
(
i
(
XAB(ξB − iλB) + V
A
)
(ξA + iλA)
)
ηj k
(
−i(ξ − iλ), i
∂
∂(ξ + iλ)
)
cˆ+j (ξ)cˆ
+
k (λ)
with any positive definite matrix PC D. Here it is important that the singularity in (5.8) is
integrable for M ≥ 2. Analogously, Ω(J−−η ) (5.2) is also exact. Hence,
Q++η = Q
−−
η = 0. (5.9)
To prove the remaining relations in Eq. (5.4), consider Q+−η . Following [35] (see also [28]),
we choose the integration surface Σ+− to be aM−dimensional plane inMM×CM parametrized
by coordinates xi with i = 1 . . .M , i.e.,
XAB = UABi x
i , V A = UA = 0 (5.10)
for some UABi . Using (5.5) and (5.10) along with (2.28) and (2.34), we obtain from (5.2)
Q+−η =
1
2
(2π)−M
∫
RM
dMx
∫
R2M
dM(ξ + λ)dM(ξ − λ) det
∣∣∣O{ξ + λ}∣∣∣ c+j (ξ)c−k (λ)
ηj k
(
−i(ξ + λ) ,−i
( ∂
∂ξ
−
∂
∂λ
))
exp
(
iOAn
{
ξ + λ
}
(ξA − λA)x
n
)
, (5.11)
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where
OAn
{
ξ + λ
}
= UABn (ξB + λB) . (5.12)
Let UABn in (5.10) be chosen in such a way that the roots of det
∣∣∣O(ξ)∣∣∣ are independent functions
of ξ (that is generically true). Observing that the measure in (5.11) is equivalent to δM(ξ− λ),
we obtain
Q+−η =
1
2
∫
dMξ ηj k
(
−2iξ ,
i
2
∂
∂ν
)
cˆ+j (ξ + ν)cˆ
−
k (ξ − ν)
∣∣∣
ν=0
. (5.13)
Analogously
Q−+η =
1
2
ip(η)+M
∫
dMξ ηk j
(
−2ξ ,
1
2
∂
∂ν
)
cˆ+j (ξ + ν)cˆ
−
k (ξ − ν)
∣∣∣
ν=0
. (5.14)
Here the factor of iM results from U -derivatives in the operator
(
dXAB ∂
∂UB
)M
in (5.2).
To complete the proof of (5.4), by virtue of (2.34) and (4.24) we obtain
Qη =
1
2
∫
dMξ
(
1 + iMρ
)
ηj k
(
−2iξ ,
i
2
∂
∂ν
)
cˆ+j (ξ + ν)cˆ
−
k (ξ − ν)
∣∣∣
ν=0
. (5.15)
Integration of charges over the twistor space with coordinates V using
ηmn(BA(U, V |X),B
A(U, V |X))
∣∣∣
X=0
= ηmn(∂U , V ) (5.16)
gives equivalent results. However, there is a subtlety that, to keep integrals well-defined, one
has to integrate different components Qab over different cycles in the complex twistor space,
which is possible because every Qab represents a conserved charge. To give precise meaning to
integrals it is useful to use the formulation in Fock-Siegel space which makes the ξ integration
well-defined. Skipping details, the proper definition of the charges (5.1) is
Q+−η =
1
2
∫
Σ+−
dMv ηjk(∂u, v)Tˆ
+−
j k (v − u, v + u|0)|u=0 , (5.17)
Q++η =
1
2
ip
∫
Σ++
dMz ηj k(∂z¯, z)Tˆ
++
j k (z − z¯, i(z + z¯)|0)|z¯=0 , (5.18)
Q−−η =
1
2
ip
∫
Σ−−
dMz ηjk(∂z¯, z)Tˆ
−−
j k (i(z − z¯), z + z¯|0)|z¯=0 , (5.19)
Q−+η =
1
2
iM
∫
Σ−+
dMv ηj k(i∂u, iv)Tˆ
−+
j k (−v − u, u− v|0)|u=0 , (5.20)
where Σ−+ = Σ+− = RM while Σ−− = Σ++ = γM where γM is any M-dimensional closed cycle
in CM(z, z¯). With this definition, the charges Q++η = Q
−−
η = 0 as being represented by integrals
of analytic functions. (Using formulation in Fock-Siegel space, the corresponding contours can
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be deformed to infinity where the integrals are zero.) For Q+−η and Q
−+
η this prescription again
gives (5.4).
By (2.45), the analysis of charges Q˜ is analogous, giving
Q˜+−
η˜(B˜)
=
1
2
∫
dMξ η˜j k
(
2iξ ,−
i
2
∂
∂ν
)
cˆ+j (ξ + ν)cˆ
−
k (ξ − ν)
∣∣∣
ν=0
, (5.21)
Q˜−+
η˜(B˜)
=
1
2
iM+p(η)
∫
dMξ η˜j k
(
−2ξ ,
1
2
∂
∂ν
)
cˆ+j (ξ + ν)cˆ
−
k (ξ − ν)
∣∣∣
ν=0
. (5.22)
By virtue of (4.24) and (2.35), the counterpart of (5.15) is
Q˜η˜(B˜) =
1
2
∫
dMξ
(
1 + iMρ
)
η˜j k
(
2iξ ,−
i
2
∂
∂ν
)
cˆ+j (ξ + ν)cˆ
−
k (ξ − ν)
∣∣∣
ν=0
. (5.23)
5.2 Higher-spin algebra
Let us show that, for ρ-odd η and η′,
[Qη, Qη′ ] = Q[η , η′]∗ , (5.24)
where
[Qη, Qη′ ] = Qη Qη′ −Qη′ Qη , [a , b]∗ = a ∗ b− b ∗ a
and
(a ∗ b)k n(u, v) = δjma
k j (u, v) exp
( ←−
∂
∂uC
−→
∂
∂vC
−
←−
∂
∂vC
−→
∂
∂uC
)
bmn (u, v) . (5.25)
An important property of the star product is that it possesses the antiautomorphism ρ [36]
ρ(amn(u, v)) := (i)p(a)anm(iu, iv) , amn(−u,−v) = (−1)p(a)amn(u, v) , (5.26)
i.e., assuming that the coefficients of a(u, v) are endowed with the Grassmann parity p(a),
ρ(a ∗ b) = ρ(b) ∗ ρ(a) . (5.27)
Hence, for ρ-odd a and a′, [a , a′]∗ is also ρ-odd.
The proof of (5.24) is straightforward. By virtue of (5.4),
[Qη, Qη′ ] =
∫
dMvdMv′ ηj k (∂u, v) η
′mn (∂u′ , v
′) (5.28)[
Ĉ+j (v − u|0)Ĉ
−
k (v + u|0) , Ĉ
+
m(v
′ − u′|0)Ĉ−n (v
′ + u′|0)
] ∣∣∣
u=u′=0
.
Using (4.4) along with (4.22), we obtain
[Qη, Qη′ ] = δjm
∫
dMv
(
ηkj (∂u, v − u
′) η′mn (∂u′ , v + u)− η
′k j (∂u′ , v − u) η
mn (∂u, v + u
′)
)
Ĉ+k (v
′ − (u+ u′)|0) Ĉ−n (v
′ + u+ u′|0)
∣∣∣
u=u′=0
. (5.29)
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Hence
[Qη, Qη′ ] =
[ ∫
dMv
(
(η ∗ η′)mj (∂u, v)− (η
′ ∗ η)mj (∂u, v)
)
Ĉ+m(v − u|0)Ĉ
−
j (v + u|0)
]∣∣∣
u=0
,
which implies (5.24) by virtue of (5.4), (5.17), (5.20).
Using that Q is related to Q˜ via (2.45) it can be shown that
[Q˜η˜, Q˜η˜′ ] = Q[Kη˜ ,Kη˜′]∗ , [Q˜η˜, Qη′ ] = Q˜K[Kη˜ ,η′]∗ (5.30)
with the convention
K2 = 1 , Kη = (−1)p(η)η K. (5.31)
These commutation relations coincide with those of the HS subalgebra of the algebra of [37]
described by the symmetry parameters η(u, v;K) that, in addition to spinor variables, depend
on the Klein operator K possessing properties (5.31). In other words, combining Q and Q˜ into
Q with the parameter
ε = η +Kη˜ , (5.32)
the commutation relations (5.24) and (5.30) combine to
[Qε,Qε′ ] = Q[ε , ε′]∗ . (5.33)
More precisely, in the case of M = 2, the resulting algebra of charges Q is isomorphic to the
HS algebra ho(N ,N|4) in notations of [38]. In this paper, it appears as the 3d conformal
HS algebra acting on 3d conformal fields realized as rank-one M = 2 fields of Section 2. In
accordance with consideration of [38], the doubling of fields is because the 3d conformal HS
symmetry acts both on bosons and fermions. In particular, its even subalgebra decomposes into
direct sum of two isomorphic algebras acting on 3d massless scalar and spinor, respectively. All
other types of HS algebras hu(n,m|4), ho(n,m|4) and husp(n,m|4) can be obtained along the
lines of [38] as proper subalgebras of ho(N ,N|4) preserving appropriate additional structures
(bilinear forms or gradings) with respect to color indices.
Note that multiparticle algebra M of [16] can be realized as the algebra of all polynomials
of Qε with various ε, that includes unity. By virtue of (5.33) it can be realized as the algebra
of symmetrized polynomials of ε, or, equivalently, as the algebra of polynomials of a single ε.
This is the realization considered in [16].
6 Twistor current operator algebra
Free bilinear twistor currents are most conveniently described as
I2g =
∑
a,b=+,−
∫
d2MW gmna b (W 1,W 2) Tˆ
ab
mn(W 1, W 2|0) (6.1)
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with Tˆabk j(W 1, W 2|X) (4.8). Symmetry properties (4.10) of Tˆ
ab
mn(W 1, W 2|0) imply that
gmna b (W 1,W 2) = (−1)
pmgmna b (−W 1,W 2) = (−1)
pngmna b (W 1,−W 2) ,
µ(g) = g , (6.2)
where
µ(g)mna b (W 1,W 2) := (−1)
pmpngnmb a (W 2,W 1) . (6.3)
Also, we require
gnmb a g
′j k
c d = (−1)
pn,mpj, kg′j kc d g
nm
ba (6.4)
with pj, k (4.13). Otherwise, the function g(W 1,W 2) remains arbitrary. Note that due to (6.4)
: I2f I
2
g : = : I
2
g I
2
f : ∀ g , f . (6.5)
In Section 8, using evolution formula (3.14), the space-time dependent current will be rep-
resented as the twistor current with the function g(W 1,W 2) that depends in a specific way
on space-time coordinates as parameters. This trick fully reduces construction of space-time
operator product algebra to the much simpler problem in the twistor space. More generally,
via uplifting of twistor-to-boundary D-functions to twistor-to-bulk ones as discussed in the end
of Section 3, it can be straightforwardly extended to the bulk where the boundary conformal
algebra acts.
6.1 OPE of twistor currents
A basis of current operator algebra consists of 2n twistor currents with various n
:
n∏
j=1
I2gj : , I
0 = Id . (6.6)
Since currents (6.6) are symmetric multilinear functionals of gj, the twistor operator algebra
can be represented by nonlinear functionals of a single function g(W 1,W 2) (skipping color
indices). This leads to the construction of algebra M described in [16]. To determine full
current operator algebra it suffices to compute I2nI2 for any n. Though the final results can
be derived by methods of [16], here we will use a slightly different setup based on interesting
algebraic structures most appropriate for description of n-point functions.
The cases of A-currents with the parameters gmnab (W 1,W 2), that are independent for differ-
ent values of indices a, b modulo symmetry properties (6.2), and F -currents with gmna b (W 1,W 2)
at different a, b related to each other in accordance with (4.5), are different. We start with the
more general case of A-currents.
From the commutation relations (4.4) along with (6.2) and (6.4) it follows that
I2gI
2
g′ =: I
2
gI
2
g′ : +I
2
(g ⊳ g′+g′ ⊲ g) + tr ⊲ (g ⊳ g
′)I0 , (6.7)
where
(g ⊳ g′)mnab (W 1,W 2) = 2δkjτ
dc
∫
dp gmka c (W 1, p) g
′jn
d b(p,W 2) , (6.8)
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(g ⊲ g′)mnab (W 1,W 2) = 2δkjτ
c d
∫
dp gmka c (W 1,−p) g
′jn
d b(p,W 2) , (6.9)
τab = δa+δ
b
− (6.10)
and
tr ⊳ (g) = δmnτ
ab
∫
dp gmna b (−p, p) , tr ⊲ (g) = δmnτ
ba
∫
dp gmna b (p, p) . (6.11)
The product laws ⊳ and ⊲ are both associative similarly to the product of matrices (hh′)ab =
hact
cdh′db with some t
cd. Moreover, they are mutually associative, i.e.,
((g ⊲ g′) ⊳ f)mnab (W 1,W 2) = (g ⊲ (g
′ ⊳ f))mnab (W 1,W 2) , (6.12)
(g ⊳ (g′ ⊲ f))mnab (W 1,W 2) = ((g ⊳ g
′) ⊲ f)mnab (W 1,W 2) ,
hence providing an example of a biassociative algebra discussed in [16]. One can see that
tr ⊲ (g) = tr ⊳ (µ(g)) , (6.13)
and
tr ⊳ (g ⊳ f) = tr ⊳ (f ⊳ g) , tr ⊲ (g ⊲ f) = tr ⊲ (f ⊲ g) , (6.14)
i.e., tr ⊳ and tr ⊲ are supertraces on the algebras A ⊳ and A ⊲ with the respective products. In
addition, the following relation holds
tr ⊲ (g ⊳ f) = tr ⊳ (f ⊲ g) . (6.15)
By virtue of (6.3) and (6.4),
g ⊲ g′ = µ
(
µ(g′) ⊳ µ(g)
)
. (6.16)
From (6.16) it follows in particular that if g and g′ obey (6.2), (g ⊳ g′+g′ ⊲ g) also does, which,
in fact, is the reason for appearance of this combination in Eq. (6.7). Also note that, by virtue
of (6.13) and (6.16),
tr ⊳ (g ⊳ f) = tr ⊲ (g ⊲ f) , ∀g = µ(g), f = µ(f) . (6.17)
Consider the commutator
[I2g , I
2
g′ ] = I
2
gI
2
g′ − I
2
g′I
2
g .
Because of Eq. (6.7), I4 does not contribute. Taking into account (6.15) we obtain
[I2g , I
2
g′] = I
2
[g ,g′]⋆ +
1
2
(tr ⊲ + tr ⊳ )
(
[g , g′]⋆
)
I0 , (6.18)
where
[g , g′]⋆ = g ⋆ g
′ − g′ ⋆ g ,
(g ⋆ g′)mnab (W 1,W 2) = (g ⊳ g
′)mnab (W 1,W 2)− (g ⊲ g
′)mnab (W 1,W 2) . (6.19)
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The product law ⋆ is associative. More generally, from (6.12) it follows that all linear
combinations of ⊳ and ⊲ are mutually associative, forming a particular case of multi-associative
algebra by which we mean a linear space A over the field K endowed with a set of such mutually
associative products ∗1, . . . , ∗k that any their linear combination α
1 ∗1 + . . .+ α
k∗k, α
i ∈ K is
associative. In particular, it is useful to introduce
(g · g′)mnab (W 1,W 2) = (g ⊳ g
′)mnab (W 1,W 2) + (g ⊲ g
′)mnab (W 1,W 2) . (6.20)
Analogously to the product (6.7) of two bilinear currents, it is not difficult to obtain the
product of a 2n−linear current (6.6) and a bilinear current using (4.4), (6.2), (6.4) and (6.12)
: I2g1 . . .I
2
gn : I
2
f = : I
2
g1
. . .I2gn I
2
f : +
∑
k
: I2g1 . . . Î
2
gk
. . .I2gn I
2
(gk ⊳ f+f ⊲ gk)
: (6.21)
+
∑
k
tr ⊲ (gk ⊳ f) : I
2
g1
. . . Î2gk . . .I
2
gn : +
∑
k>p
: I2g1 . . . Î
2
gp . . . Î
2
gk
. . .I2gn I
2
(gk ⊳ f ⊲ gp+gp ⊳ f ⊲ gk)
: ,
where Î2gk , Î
2
gp denote omitted terms.
Using (6.12), (6.14), (6.15) and (6.21), one can obtain, in particular,
I2g1I
2
g2
I2g3 = : I
2
g1
I2g2I
2
g3
: + : I2g1I
2
g2 ⊳ g3 : + : I
2
g1
I2 g3 ⊲ g2 : (6.22)
+ : I2g2I
2
g1 ⊳ g3 : + : I
2
g2I
2
g3 ⊲ g1 : + : I
2
g3I
2
g1 ⊳ g2 : + : I
2
g3I
2
g2 ⊲ g1 :
+ I2g1 ⊳ g3 ⊲ g2 + I
2
g3 ⊲ g1 ⊳ g2 + I
2
g2 ⊲ g1 ⊳ g3
+ I2g2 ⊳ g3 ⊲ g1 + I
2
g1 ⊳ g2 ⊳ g3 + I
2
g3 ⊲ g2 ⊲ g1
+ tr ⊲ (g1 ⊳ g2)I
2
g3
+ tr ⊲ (g2 ⊳ g3)I
2
g1
+ tr ⊲ (g1 ⊳ g3)I
2
g2
+ tr ⊲ (g1 ⊳ g2 ⊳ g3)I
0 + tr ⊳ (g3 ⊲ g2 ⊲ g1)I
0 .
Analogously, Eq. (6.21) allows us to derive in Section 6.4 the explicit formula for the product
of any number of bilinear currents I2g1 . . .I
2
gn.
6.2 Star-product interpretation
Current equation (2.22) is mapped to a first-order PDE system by the half-Fourier transform
[28]. A similar transformation is known to map the convolution product to Weyl-Moyal star
product (see, e.g., [39]).
Indeed, half-Fourier transform can be introduced as follows
g˜(W,V ) = (2π)−M/2
∫
dM U exp(iWCU
C)g(V − U, V + U) , (6.23)
g(V − U, V + U) = (2π)−M/2
∫
dM W exp(−iWCU
C)g˜(W,V ) ,
or, alternatively,
g¨(U,W ) = (2π)−M/2
∫
dM V exp(iWCV
C)g(V − U, V + U) , (6.24)
g(V − U, V + U) = (2π)−M/2
∫
dM W exp(−iWCV
C)g¨(U,W ) .
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Note that, for functions of definite symmetry G(U, V ) = (−1)πG(V, U),
G˜(W,V ) = (−1)πG¨(W,V ) . (6.25)
Direct substitution of (6.23) into (6.8) gives
˜(g ⊳ g′)mnab (W, V ) = 2
1+3M/2πM/2δkj(g˜
m,k
a− ∗ g˜
′j, n
+ b)(W, V ) , (6.26)
where
F ∗G (x, y) = (2π)−2M
∫
ds dt du dv exp
[
i
(
uC v
C − tC s
C
)]
F (x+ t, y+ v)G(x+u, y+ s) ,
(6.27)
which is equivalent to the star product (5.25). In these terms, (6.11) reads as
tr ⊳ (g) = (2π)
M/2δnmg˜
nm
+−(0, 0) , tr ⊲ (g) = (2π)
M/2δnmg¨
nm
−+(0, 0) . (6.28)
Thus, the half-Fourier transform relates the formalism of convolution product convenient for
the analysis of boundary currents to the star-product formalism familiar for the bulk analysis of
HS theories [20]. In fact, in the framework of bulk HS gauge theory, the half-Fourier transform
also plays crucial role, relating adjoint and twisted adjoint representations of HS algebra. In
the bulk formalism, various (half-)Fourier transforms are naturally represented by the Klein
operators (see, e.g., [40]).
6.3 Butterfly algebras
For any associative algebra A⋆, butterfly algebra A B
⊲⊳
is the unital associative algebra spanned
by elements gj1,...,jk ∈ A⋆ endowed with a set of integers j1, . . . , jk. Given three elements
B+, B−, B0 ∈ A⋆, the butterfly product law
B
⊲⊳ is defined as follows
gj1,...,jk
B
⊲⊳ fi1,...,im =

gj1,...,jk ⋆ B− ⋆ fi1,...,im if jk < i1 ,
gj1,...,jk ⋆ B+ ⋆ fi1,...,im if jk > i1 ,
gj1,...,jk ⋆ B0 ⋆ fi1,...,im if jk = i1 .
(6.29)
B
⊲⊳ is associative by virtue of associativity of ⋆. Unit element e B
⊲⊳
of A B
⊲⊳
is identified with gj1,...,jk
with the empty set of indices, i.e., k = 0. Trace tr⋆ of A⋆ induces a trace of A B
⊲⊳
tr B
⊲⊳
(
gj1,...,jk
)
=

tr⋆
(
B+ ⋆ gj1,...,jk
)
if j1 < jk ,
tr⋆
(
B− ⋆ gj1,...,jk
)
if j1 > jk ,
tr⋆
(
B0 ⋆ gj1,...,jk
)
if j1 = jk or k ≤ 1 ,
(6.30)
tr B
⊲⊳
(
gj1,...,jk
B
⊲⊳ fi1,,...,im
)
= tr B
⊲⊳
(
fi1,...,im
B
⊲⊳ gj1,...,jk
)
. (6.31)
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Clearly, products
B1
⊲⊳ and
B2
⊲⊳ with any two sets B1 = (B1+, B1−, B1 0) andB2 = (B2+, B2−, B2 0)
of elements of A⋆ are mutually associative and
trB1
⊲⊳
(g
B2
⊲⊳ f) = trB2
⊲⊳
(f
B1
⊲⊳ g) . (6.32)
As shown below, multiple products of J2n currents can be described by the butterfly algebra
A ⊲⊳ with
⊲⊳ =
B
⊲⊳ , B0 = B+ = −Π+, B− = Π− , (6.33)
where Π± are defined so that
Π+ +Π− = e⋆ , f ⊲ g = −f ⋆ Π+ ⋆ g , f ⊳ g = f ⋆ Π− ⋆ g . (6.34)
Note that, as shown in [16], Π± are projectors, i.e., Π± ⋆ Π± = Π±.
We will also use the following products
⊳
⊲⊳ =
B
⊲⊳ : B0 = B± = Π− ,
⊲
⊲⊳ =
B
⊲⊳ : B0 = B± = −Π+ ,
−
⊲⊳= : B+ = B0 = 0 , B− = e⋆ ,
(6.35)
where e⋆ is the unit element of A⋆. Instead of the product
B
⊲⊳ with B0 = B± = e⋆ we will use
notation ⋆. Note that, by (6.34),
⊳
⊲⊳ −
⊲
⊲⊳ = ⋆ ,
−
⊲⊳= ⊲⊳ −
⊲
⊲⊳ . (6.36)
For any B, A B
⊲⊳
contains ideals IkB
⊲⊳
⊂ A B
⊲⊳
spanned by such its elements, that contain at least
k coinciding successive indices jn = jn+1 = jn+2 = . . . = jn+k−1. Algebras A
k
B
⊲⊳
= A B
⊲⊳
/Ik+1
B
⊲⊳
are
spanned by elements that do not contain more than k coinciding successive indices.
It turns out that multiple current products are most compactly described by the butterfly
algebra A ⊲⊳ ∼ A ⊲⊳ /I
2
⊲⊳ spanned by g
nm
ab j1,...,jk(W1,W2) endowed with ordered sets of integers
j1, . . . , jk such that jn 6= jn+1 ∀n. The butterfly product law is
gj1,...,jk ⊲⊳ gi1,...,im = θ(i1 − jk)gj1,...,jk ⊳ gi1,...,im + θ(jk − i1)gj1,...,jk ⊲ gi1,...,im , (6.37)
where
θ(n) = 1 at n > 0 , θ(n) = 0 at n ≤ 0 . (6.38)
A ⊲⊳ possesses a trace
tr ⊲⊳
(
gj1,...,jk
)
= θ(jk − j1)tr ⊲
(
gj1,...,jk
)
+ θ(j1 − jk)tr ⊳
(
gj1,...,jk
)
. (6.39)
A useful property is that, for jm = max(j1, . . . , jk),
tr ⊲⊳
(
gj1 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ gjk
)
= tr ⊲
(
gjm+1 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ gjk ⊲⊳ gj1 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ gjm−1 ⊳ gjm
)
. (6.40)
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6.4 Butterfly formulae for multiple products and n-point functions
In terms of butterfly algebra A ⊲⊳ , operator products (6.7) and (6.22) can be rewritten as
I2g1I
2
g2
=
∑
ij=1,2; i1 6=i2
{
1
2!
: I2gi1I
2
gi2
: +I2gi1 ⊲⊳ gi2 +
1
2
tr ⊲⊳
(
gi1 ⊲⊳ gi2
)
I0
}
, (6.41)
I2g1I
2
g2
I2g3 =
∑
ij=1,2,3
i1 6=i2 6=i3 6=i1
{
1
3!
: I2gi1I
2
gi2
I2gi3 : + :
(
I2gi1 ⊲⊳ gi2 +
1
2
tr ⊲⊳
(
gi1 ⊲⊳ gi2
)
I0
)
I2gi3 :(6.42)
+ I2gi1 ⊲⊳ gi2 ⊲⊳ gi3 +
1
3
tr ⊲⊳
(
gi1 ⊲⊳ gi2 ⊲⊳ gi3
)
I0
}
.
As shown below, these formulae admit a natural generalization to the operator product of
any number of multilinear currents I2ng =: I
2
g · · · I
2
g︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
:
I2n1g1 . . .I
2nk
gk
=
(
∂n1
(∂µ1)n1
. . .
∂nk
(∂µk)nk
E(V(µ))
) ∣∣∣
µ=0
, (6.43)
where
V(µ) =
∞∑
j=1
µjgj , (6.44)
E(V(µ)) = exp
(
− tr ⊲⊳
(
ln ⊲⊳ (Id ⊲⊳ − V(µ))
))
exp×
(
G(V(µ)) ⊲⊳
(
Id ⊲⊳ − G(V(µ))
)−1
⊲⊳
)
, (6.45)
G(g) = I2g , G
(
g
)
⊲⊳G
(
g′
)
= G
(
g ⊲⊳ g′
)
, (6.46)
ln ⊲⊳ (Id ⊲⊳ − V(µ)) = −
∞∑
k=1
1
k
V(µ) ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳V(µ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, (6.47)
exp×(A) =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
A× . . .×A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, A× . . .×A︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
= Id , (6.48)
where the commutative product × encodes the normal ordering
I2ng ×I
2m
f ∼ : I
2n
g I
2m
f : . (6.49)
Using that gi ⊲⊳ gi = 0 and tr ⊲⊳ (gi) = 0 by virtue of (6.37) and (6.39), Eq. (6.43) at k = 1
implies that exp×
(
G(µg)
)
is the generating function for 2n-linear currents via
I2ng =
∂n
(∂µ)n
exp×
(
G(µg)
)∣∣∣
µ=0
. (6.50)
Hence, Eqs. (6.43), (6.45) express the operator product of any number of multilinear currents
via a linear combination of multilinear currents with composite arguments like in Eqs. (6.41),
(6.42).
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Since × is associative and commutative, it is sometimes convenient to identify × with
“usual” product. In this notation, formula (6.45) takes the form
E(V(µ)) = det −1⊲⊳ (Id ⊲⊳ − V(µ)) exp
(
G(V(µ)) ⊲⊳
(
Id ⊲⊳ − G(V(µ))
)−1
⊲⊳
)
, (6.51)
where
det ⊲⊳ (Id ⊲⊳ − V(µ)) = exp tr ⊲⊳ (ln ⊲⊳ (Id ⊲⊳ − V(µ))) . (6.52)
By (6.45), the correlator of multilinear currents
Φn1...nk(g1, . . . , gk) = 〈I
2n1
g1
. . .I2nkgk 〉 (6.53)
is represented by the coefficient in front of the central element in the multiple product of
multilinear currents, i.e.,
Φn1...nk(g1, . . . gk) =
(
∂n1
(∂µ1)n1
. . .
∂nk
(∂µk)nk
det−1⊲⊳
∣∣Id ⊲⊳ − V(µ)∣∣) ∣∣∣
µ=0
. (6.54)
We call Eqs. (6.43) and (6.54) butterfly formulae. To obtain operator product and n-point
equations for bilinear currents it remains to set n1 = . . . = nk = 1.
Note that, as expected for Wightman functions, the result is not symmetric with respect to
permutations of indices 1, 2, . . . k because butterfly product ⊲⊳ is sensitive to the ordering.
The direct proof of Eq. (6.43) is quite simple. As an illustration let us prove (6.43) for the
product of bilinear currents. From (6.21) it follows
exp×(I
2
g ) I
2
f = exp×(I
2
g )×
(
I2f + I
2
f ⊲ g+g ⊳ f + I
2
g ⊳ f ⊲ g + tr ⊲ (g ⊳ f)I
0
)
. (6.55)
Substitution of g =
∑∞
k=1 Vk(µ) with Vk(µ) = V(µ) ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳V(µ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
into (6.55) gives
E(V)I2f = E(V)×
(
I2f + I
2
f ⊲
∑∞
k=1 Vk+
∑∞
k=1 Vk ⊳ f
+ I2∑∞
k=1 Vk ⊳ f ⊲
∑∞
n=1 Vn
+ tr ⊲ (
∞∑
k=1
Vk ⊳ f)I
0
)
= E(V)×
(
I2f +
∑
n≥1
n∑
k=0
I2Vk ⊳ f ⊲Vn−k + tr ⊲ (
∞∑
k=1
Vk ⊳ f)I
0
)
. (6.56)
On the other hand, direct differentiation gives
∂
∂µi
E(V(µ))
∣∣∣
µi=0
= E(V(µ))×
(
I2gi +
∑
k>1
tr ⊲⊳ (Vk(µ) ⊲⊳ gi)I
0 +
∑
n≥1
n∑
k=0
I2Vk(µ) ⊲⊳ gi ⊲⊳Vn−k(µ)
)∣∣∣
µi=0
.
(6.57)
Let imax be the maximal label among nonzero µ
j. Comparison of (6.56) with f = gimax and
(6.57) at i = imax gives
∂
∂µimax
E(V(µ))|µimax=0 = E(V˘(µ))I
2
gimax
, V˘(µ) = V(µ)
∣∣
µimax=0
, G˘(V(µ)) = G(V(µ))
∣∣
µimax=0
(6.58)
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because in this case V˘k ⊳ f ⊲ V˘n−k = V˘k ⊲⊳ f ⊲⊳ V˘n−k and tr ⊲ (
∑∞
k=1 V˘k ⊳ f) = tr ⊲⊳ (V˘k(µ) ⊲⊳ f).
The inductional proof of (6.43) is completed by observing that ∂µiE(V(µ))|µ=0 = I
2
gi
. Since
bilinear currents generate the full operator algebra this proves butterfly formula. An alternative
derivation from the multiparticle algebra is presented in the next section.
Butterfly formulae encode information on all n-point functions and current operator al-
gebra in an amazingly compact and efficient way as demonstrated in the sequel by practical
computations. Concise and elegant form of butterfly formulae suggests that they should have
some simple origin in a more general setup which is believed to result from a multiparticle HS
theory. Appearance of the butterfly determinant indicates that it may admit some Gaussian
(one-loop) representation. It is also worth to mention that the sum of all butterfly powers in
the exponential in (6.45) describes all connected operator products.
7 Butterfly formulae from multiparticle algebra
7.1 Multiple operator products from multiparticle algebra
In [16] it was shown that the generating function for 2n-currents I2ng (6.50), which are order-n
homogeneous functionals of g, has the form
G˜g = det
−1
⋆ |e⋆ − Π+ ⋆ g| exp
(
g ⋆ (e⋆ −Π+ ⋆ g)
−1
⋆
)
, (7.1)
(e⋆ − A)
−1
⋆ = e⋆ + A+ . . .+ A ⋆ A ⋆ . . . ⋆ A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
+ . . . . (7.2)
Note that in [16] notation ν was used instead of g and the preexponential factor had power
N . The difference is that star product of [16] does not contain color indices, hence corresponding
to the case of N = 1, while in this paper star product includes matrix multiplication over color
indices. As a result, the trace of this paper is N times larger than that of [16], that, in
accordance with (6.52), brings a power of N to all determinants. Taking this into account, the
associative product, that reproduces the operator algebra of A-currents, is [16]
G˜g1 ⋄ G˜g2 =
1
det⋆| (e⋆ +Π+ ⋆Υ2) |det⋆|e⋆ − Π+ ⋆ g1| det⋆|e⋆ −Π+ ⋆ g2|
G˜g , (7.3)
where
g =
(
Υ2 ⋆ (e⋆ +Π+ ⋆Υ2)
−1
⋆
)
, (7.4)
Υ2 =
(
g1 ⋆ (e⋆ −Π+ ⋆ g1)
−1
⋆ + e⋆
)
⋆
(
g2 ⋆ (e⋆ − Π+ ⋆ g2)
−1
⋆ + e⋆
)
− e⋆ . (7.5)
By virtue of Eqs. (6.34), (6.37), in terms of butterfly product ⊲⊳ , g (7.4) reads as
g = (e ⊲⊳ + g1) ⊲⊳ (e ⊲⊳ − g2 ⊲⊳ g1)
−1
⊲⊳ ⊲⊳ g2 + (e ⊲⊳ + g2) ⊲⊳ (e ⊲⊳ − g1 ⊲⊳ g2)
−1
⊲⊳ ⊲⊳ g1 . (7.6)
Using that the maps f(g) = g ⋆ (e⋆ − Π+g)−1⋆ and f
−1(g) = g ⋆ (e⋆ + Π+g)
−1
⋆ are mutually
inverse, i.e., f−1(f(g)) = g, it is easy to obtain the composition law for the product of any
number n of generating functions that encodes the operator product of any number of operators
G˜g1 ⋄ . . . ⋄ G˜gn =
η˜(g1) . . . η˜(gn)
η˜(Υn ⋆ (e⋆ +Π+ ⋆Υn)
−1
⋆ )
G˜g , (7.7)
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where
η˜(A) = exp [−tr⋆ (log⋆(e⋆ − Π+ ⋆ A))] , g =
(
Υn ⋆ (e⋆ +Π+ ⋆Υn)
−1
⋆
)
, (7.8)
Υn = (g˜1 + e⋆) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (g˜n + e⋆)− e⋆ , g˜i = gi ⋆ (e⋆ − Π+ ⋆ gi)
−1
⋆ . (7.9)
In these terms, the operator product I2g1 . . .I
2
gn is described by the part of (7.7) polylinear in
g1, . . . , gn. OPE of multilinear currents I2nigi are associated with the terms of order ni in gi.
To obtain from here butterfly formulae it is convenient to use notations (6.35), rewriting
(7.7) in the form
G˜g˜1 ⋄ . . . ⋄ G˜g˜n = exp
[∑
m≤n
tr ⊲
⊲⊳
(
log ⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
+ g˜m
))
+ tr ⊲
⊲⊳
(
log ⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υn
))]
G˜g (7.10)
with
g = Υn
⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υn
)−1
⊲
⊲⊳
. (7.11)
Υn (7.9) can be understood as
Υn = Υ
∣∣
gi>n=0
, (7.12)
where
Υ =
∞∑
k=1
i1<...<ik
g˜i1 ⋆ . . . ⋆ g˜ik with g˜i =
∑
k≥0
gi
⊲
⊲⊳ . . .
⊲
⊲⊳ gi︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
. (7.13)
Let
S =
∞∑
i=1
g˜i . (7.14)
Butterfly formulae follow from (7.10) by virtue of the following fundamental relations proven
in Section 7.2
g = Υ
⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
)−1
⊲
⊲⊳
= (e ⊲⊳ − S)
−1
⊲⊳
⊲⊳S , (7.15)
tr ⊲
⊲⊳
(
log ⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
))
= tr ⊲⊳
(
log ⊲⊳
(
e ⊲⊳ − S
))
. (7.16)
By virtue of (7.15), (7.16), Eqs. (7.10), (7.11) give the generating formula (6.43) with
E(V˜(µ)) = exp
(
− tr ⊲⊳
(
ln ⊲⊳ (Id ⊲⊳ − V˜(µ))
))
exp×
(
G(V˜(µ)) ⊲⊳
(
Id ⊲⊳ − G(V˜(µ))
)−1
⊲⊳
)
, (7.17)
V˜(µ) =
∞∑
j=1
g˜j(µ
j) , g˜i(µ
i) = µigi ⊲⊳ (e ⊲⊳ − µ
igi)
−1
⊲⊳ , (7.18)
G
(
V˜(µ)
)
⊲⊳ G
(
V˜ ′(µ)
)
= G
(
V˜(µ) ⊲⊳ V˜ ′(µ)
)
. (7.19)
The remarkable property of equation (7.17) is that multiple ⊲⊳ products of gi in (7.18)
cancel against those resulting from the butterfly product ⊲⊳ in (7.17) in such a way that no
term containing gj ⊲⊳ gj survives. This result is anticipated because the terms with the same
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gi are associated with some I2ngi which is normal-ordered, and hence never undergo a Wick
contraction giving rise to ⊲⊳ products of gi. The simplest way to see how this cancellation
occurs is to use formula (7.6) which shows that this is indeed true for the product of a pair of
multilinear currents. By induction it remains true for the product of any number of multiparticle
currents.
Effectively, this allows us to replace g˜i (7.18) by gi and the product ⊲⊳ by ⊲⊳ in (7.17) to
obtain formula (6.45).
7.2 Proof of fundamental relations
The proof of (7.15) and (7.16) is based on the mutual associativity of the involved butterfly
products. Let us first prove relation (7.15).
I. Using that
−
⊲⊳=
(
⊲⊳ −
⊲
⊲⊳
)
, Eq. (7.15) can be equivalently rewritten as
Υ = S + S
−
⊲⊳ Υ . (7.20)
With the help of (6.35) we obtain
S
−
⊲⊳
∑
1≤k≤n
i1<...<ik≤n
g˜i1⋆ . . . ⋆ g˜ik =
∑
2≤k≤n
i1<...<ik≤n
g˜i1⋆ . . . ⋆ g˜ik , (7.21)
which by virtue of (7.13) gives (7.20), thus proving (7.15).
Note that the identity (7.20) can be equivalently written in the form
(e −
⊲⊳
− S)
−
⊲⊳ (e −
⊲⊳
+Υ) = e −
⊲⊳
. (7.22)
From where it follows in particular that S
−
⊲⊳ Υ = Υ
−
⊲⊳ S .
II. Let us first prove the determinant relation (7.16) directly by checking its variation
with respect to gi. Practically, it is convenient to proceed by induction first checking that the
variation δ1 with respect to δg1 gives identity
δ1tr ⊲⊲⊳
(
log ⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
))
= δ1tr ⊲⊳
(
log ⊲⊳
(
e ⊲⊳ − S
))
. (7.23)
After this is checked, one can set g1 = 0 and prove analogously that the variation with respect
to g2 gives identity, etc.
By virtue of (7.15), (7.23) is equivalent to
δ1tr ⊲⊲⊳
(
log ⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
))
= −tr ⊲⊳
(
δ1(S) + δ1(S) ⊲⊳Υ
⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
)−1
⊲
⊲⊳
)
. (7.24)
On the other hand,
δ1tr ⊲⊲⊳
(
log ⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
))
= −tr ⊲
⊲⊳
(
δg˜1 ⋆ (Υ
′ + e⋆ )
⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
)−1
⊲
⊲⊳
)
, (7.25)
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where
Υ′ = (g˜2 + e⋆ ) ⋆ . . . ⋆ (g˜n + e⋆ )− e⋆ . (7.26)
By virtue of (6.31) and (7.25)
δ1tr ⊲⊲⊳
(
log ⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
))
= −tr ⊲⊳
(
δg˜1
⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
)−1
⊲
⊲⊳
+ δg˜1⋆Υ
′ ⊲⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
)−1
⊲
⊲⊳
)
. (7.27)
Since
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
)−1
⊲
⊲⊳
= e ⊲
⊲⊳
+Υ
⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
)−1
⊲
⊲⊳
,
δ1tr ⊲⊲⊳
(
log ⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
))
= −tr ⊲⊳
(
δg˜1 + δg˜1
(
⋆ Υ′ +
⊲
⊲⊳Υ
) ⊲
⊲⊳
(
e ⊲
⊲⊳
−Υ
)−1
⊲
⊲⊳
)
. (7.28)
By virtue of (6.36), this proves (7.24) using that δ1(S) = δg˜1.
III. Determinant relation (7.16) is a particular case of a general relation not referring to
the detailed structure of the operators Υ and S. Namely, let A be a biassociative algebra with
the mutually associative product laws • and ⋄ and respective traces obeying
tr⋄(a • b) = tr•(b ⋄ a) , ∀a, b ∈ A . (7.29)
Let
⋄ = • − ◦ . (7.30)
Then
tr•(log•(e• + a ⋄ (e⋄ − a)
−1
⋄ )− tr◦(log◦(e◦ + a)) + tr⋄(log⋄(e⋄ − a)) = 0 , (7.31)
or, equivalently,
det •(e• + a ⋄ (e⋄ − a)
−1
⋄ ) det ⋄(e⋄ − a) = det ◦(e◦ + a) . (7.32)
This gives (7.16) upon identification of ⊲⊳ ,
⊲
⊲⊳ and
−
⊲⊳ with •, ◦ and ⋄, respectively, taking into
account that det ⋄(e⋄ − a) = 1 because
tr −
⊲⊳
(S
−
⊲⊳ . . .
−
⊲⊳ S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
= 0 at n > 0 . (7.33)
To prove (7.31) it is convenient to introduce the product
t
◦= ◦+ t⋄ , t ∈ [0, 1] , (7.34)
obeying
∂
∂t
t
◦= ⋄ ,
0
◦= ◦ ,
1
◦= • . (7.35)
For any a0 ∈ A,
at = a0 ⋄ (e⋄ − ta0)
−1
⋄ (7.36)
obeys
∂
∂t
at = at ⋄ at , at
t
◦ (1 + at)
−1
t
◦
= at′
t′
◦ (1 + at′)
−1
t′
◦
∀t, t′ . (7.37)
From (7.29), (7.35) and (7.37) it follows that
∂
∂t
trt
◦
(log t
◦
(et
◦
+ at)) = tr⋄(at) . (7.38)
With the help of (7.36), integration of this relation gives (7.31).
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8 Space-time current operator algebra
Once current operator algebra in the twistor space is known, it is straightforward to extend it
to space-time. Indeed, unfolded form of the current equation (2.17) uniquely determines depen-
dence on space-time coordinates in terms of twistor coordinates by virtue of (2.22) or (3.14). It
is important that the latter formulae hold for general conserved currents, i.e., not necessarily
built from free fields. This is because the unfolded current equation holds independently of the
origin of conformal conserved currents.
More generally, this implies that, in the framework of unfolded formulation, operator algebra
is fully determined by the associative operator algebra of functions of generalized twistor vari-
ables of the system in question. Analysis and classification of twistor algebras is much simpler
than that of space-time operator algebras. As shown in the previous section, for free massless
fields, this algebra is based on the star-product HS algebra. More precisely, twistor operator
algebra is the universal enveloping algebra of the HS algebra (for more detail see [16]). This
simple observation clarifies in particular the difference between 2d and 3d conformal theories
pointed out in [22, 23]: 3d conformal HS algebras admit no deformation, while 2d conformal HS
algebras belong to a parametric family of algebras described in particular in [41] (and references
therein).
8.1 A-currents
Space-time operator algebra is the algebra of currents Jγ(Y1, Y2|X) (4.27) at Y1 = Y2 = 0 with
parameters γ = γmnab (A), that depend on A± (2.29) and obey (4.32),
Jγ(X) = Jγ(Y1, Y2|X)
∣∣∣
Y1,2=0
. (8.1)
It should be stressed that setting to zero Y -variables does not imply any loss of generality
since the dependence of currents on twistor variables is fully accounted by the freedom in the
parameters γ. To compute operator algebra for all conformal currents and their descendants it
suffices to consider parameters γmnab (A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) that only depend on the operators
A±C (2.29) which represent Y -derivatives. However, in most of our consideration, we keep the
dependence on the X-dependent operators AC± since this does not affect the analysis too much.
A useful trick is to interpret Jγ(Y1, Y2|X) (4.27) as the current I2g (6.1) with a function
g(W ) = g(Y1, Y2, X ; γ|W ) that depends on Yi, X and γ as parameters
Jγ(Y1, Y2|X) = I
2
g(Y1,Y2,X;γ)
. (8.2)
To find g(Y1, Y2, X ; γ) we observe that, due to evolution formula (3.14) along with the following
identity for Cam(Y |X) of definite parity∫
dMW Da(W − Y |X)C
a
m(W |0) = (−1)
pm
∫
dMW Da(W + Y |X)C
a
m(W |0) (8.3)
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(no summation over a), Jγ (4.28) acquires the form
Jγ(Y1, Y2|X) = −
∑
m,n,a,b
γmnab
(
A+ (Y1|X) ,A− (Y2|X)
)∫
dW 1,2D
pmpn
a b (Y1, Y2, X|W 1,W 2)Tˆ
ab
mn(W 1,W 2|0)
(8.4)
with a, b = +,−, Tˆabj k (4.8) ,
D
pmpn
a b (Y1, Y2, X|W 1,W 2) = (κ
a
1)
pm(κb2)
pnDpma (W 1, κ
a
1Y1| −X)D
pn
b (W 2, κ
b
2Y2| −X), (8.5)
κaj (4.9) and
Dpma (W,Y |X) = D
pm
a (Y,W |X) =
1
2
(
Da(W − Y |X) + (−1)
pmDa(W + Y |X)
)
. (8.6)
By virtue of (3.10), (3.15) and (3.17), for non-degenerate X ,
Dpk− (W ,Y |X) = D−(X) E
pk
(
W ,Y |X
)
, Dpk+ (iW , iY |X) = D+(X) E
pk
(
W ,Y |X
)
, (8.7)
where
D±(X) = −
i
2Mπ
M
2
exp
(
±
iπIX
4
)
1√
| det(X)|
, (8.8)
E0
(
W ,Y |X
)
= exp
(
−
i
4
X−1AB(WW + Y Y )
AB
)
cos
(
1
2
X−1ABW
AY B
)
, (8.9)
and
E1
(
W ,Y |X
)
= i exp
(
−
i
4
X−1AB(WW + Y Y )
AB
)
sin
(
1
2
X−1ABW
AY B
)
. (8.10)
µ-symmetrization of (8.4) with µ (6.3) gives
Jγ(Y1, Y2|X) = −
∑
a,b
∫
dW 1 dW 2 g
mn
a b (Y1, Y2, X ; γ|W 1,W 2)Tˆ
ab
mn(W 1,W 2|0) , (8.11)
where
gmna b (Y1, Y2, X ; γ|W 1,W 2) = −
1
2
(1 + µ)
(
γmnab (A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X))D
pmpn
a b (Y1, Y2, X|W 1,W 2)
)
,
(8.12)
that by construction satisfies (6.2) as well as (6.4) by virtue of (4.32).
Using butterfly formula (6.43), Eq. (8.2) determines the operator product of any number of
multilinear space-time currents J2kγ =: Jγ . . . Jγ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
:
J2k1γ1 (Y
1
1 , Y
1
2 |X
1) . . . J2knγn (Y
n
1 , Y
n
2 |X
n) =
(
∂k1
(∂µ1)k1
. . .
∂kn
(∂µn)kn
E(V(µ))
)∣∣∣
µ=0
, (8.13)
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where
V(µ) =
∞∑
j=1
µjgj , gj = g(Y
j
1 , Y
j
2 , X
j; γj) , (8.14)
E(V(µ)) = exp
[
− tr ⊲⊳ (ln ⊲⊳ (Id ⊲⊳ −V(µ))
]
exp×
(
G(V(µ)) ⊲⊳ (Id ⊲⊳ − G(V(µ)))
−1
⊲⊳
)
(8.15)
with G(g) = I2g . The product of bilinear currents is obtained at k1 = . . . = kn = 1.
Operator product of space-time multilinear currents results from (8.13) at Y = 0
J2k1γ1 (X
1) . . . J2knγn (X
n) = J2k1γ1 (Y
1
1 , Y
1
2 |X
1) . . . J2knγn (Y
n
1 , Y
n
2 |X
n)
∣∣∣
Y=0
. (8.16)
In this case, formulae are simplified further due to simplification of gmna b (Y1, Y2, X ; γ|W 1,W 2)
∣∣∣
Y=0
on the r.h.s. of (8.13), that only depends on ρ-invariant parameters γ+mna b , i.e.,
g0mna b (X ; γ|W 1,W 2) := g
mn
a b (Y1, Y2, X ; γ|W 1,W 2)
∣∣∣
Y=0
= gmna b (Y1, Y2, X ; γ
+|W 1,W 2)
∣∣
Y=0
.
(8.17)
In fact, this is anticipated as a consequence of (4.14). More formally, we observe that, by virtue
of (4.11),
(κa1)
pmDpma (W,κ
a
1Y |X) = (i)
pm(κa2)
pmDpma (W, iκ
a
2Y |X) . (8.18)
Hence
D
pmpn
a b (Y1, Y2, X|W 1,W 2) = i
pm+ pnD
pnpm
b a (iY2, iY1, X|W 2,W 1) (8.19)
and
µ(Dpmpna b (Y1, Y2, X|W 1,W 2)) = i
pm,nD
pnpm
b a (iY2, iY1, X|W 1,W 2) . (8.20)
Since, by virtue of (2.30), γ± (4.31) satisfy
γ±mna b (A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = ±(−i)
pm+pnγ±nmb a (A+(iY2|X),A−(iY1|X)) , (8.21)
Eq. (8.12) can be written in the form
gmna b (Y1, Y2, X ; γ|W 1,W 2) = −
1
2
{(
γ+mna b + γ
−mn
a b
)
(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) D
pmpn
a b (Y1, Y2, X|W 1,W 2)
+
(
γ+mna b − γ
−mn
a b
)
(A+(iY2|X),A−(iY1|X)) D
pmpn
a b (iY2, iY1, X|W 1,W 2)
}
. (8.22)
To prove (8.12) it remains to observe that γ−-dependent terms cancel at Y1,2 = 0.
Since, by virtue of (6.8), (6.9), butterfly product G
(
g
)
⊲⊳G
(
g′
)
(6.46) deals with integrations
of g, g′ over variables W , that does not involve variables Y , Eq. (8.13) along with (8.16), (8.17)
gives
J2k1γ1 (X
1) . . .J2knγn (X
n) =
(
∂k1
(∂µ1)k1
. . .
∂kn
(∂µn)kn
E(V0(µ))
) ∣∣∣
µ=0
, (8.23)
where
V0(µ) =
∞∑
j=1
µjg0j , g
0
j = g
0(Xj; γj) , (8.24)
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g0mna b (X ; γ|W 1,W 2) = −γ
+ mn
a b (A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) D
pmpn
a b (Y1, Y2, X|W 1,W 2)
∣∣
Y=0
.
(8.25)
According to (6.37)
g0(X i; γi) ⊲⊳ g
0(Xj; γj) = θ(j − i)g
0(X i; γi) ⊳ g
0(Xj; γj) + θ(i− j)g
0(X i; γi) ⊲ g
0(Xj; γj) ,
(8.26)
where Eqs. (6.8), (6.9), (8.5) and (8.25) along with the following consequence of Eq. (3.16)∫
dMpDpk∓ (p, Y |X)D
pl
±(p, Y
′|X ′) = −iδpkplDpk∓ (Y, Y
′|X −X ′) (8.27)
give (
g0 (Xq; γq) ⊳ g
0 (Xp; γp)
)ml
ad
(W 1,W 2) (8.28)
= −2iδnk
(
(γ+q )
mn
a− (A+(Y
q
1 |X
q),A−(Y
q
2 |X
q)) (γ+p )
k l
+ d(A+(Y
p
1 |X
p),A−(Y
p
2 |X
p))
δp
2
qp
1
p D
pmpl
a d (Y
q
1 , Y
p
2 , X
q, Xp|W 1,W 2)D
p2q
− (Y
q
2 , Y
p
1 |X
p −Xq)
)∣∣
Y=0
,
g0 (Xq; γq) ⊲ g
0 (Xp; γp)
)m l
ad
(W 1,W 2) (8.29)
= −2iδnk
(
(γ+q )
mn
a+ (A+(Y
q
1 |X
q),A−(Y
q
2 |X
q)) (γ+p )
k l
− d(A+(Y
p
1 |X
p),A−(Y
p
2 |X
p))
δp
2
qp
1
p D
pmpl
a d (Y
q
1 , Y
p
2 , X
q, Xp|W 1,W 2) D
p2q
+ (iY
q
2 , iY
p
1 |X
p −Xq)
)∣∣
Y=0
,
where
D
pmpn
a b (Y1, Y2, X1, X2|W 1,W 2) = (κ
a
1)
pm(κb2)
pnDpma (W 1, κ
a
1Y1|−X1)D
pn
b (W 2, κ
b
2Y2|−X2) (8.30)
and we assume that γj = γj
mjnj
ajbj
has definite parities with respect to the first and second
arguments
p1j := pmj , p
2
j := pnj ∀mj, nj . (8.31)
Recall, that additional factors of i in Dpk± of (8.29) result from Eqs. (4.9) and (8.5).
To obtain explicit formulae for g01 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g
0
n and tr ⊲⊳ (g
0
1 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g
0
n) with g
0
j (8.24), we
introduce butterfly product of parameters γi = γi(A+(Y i1 |X
i),A−(Y i2 |X
i)) as follows
(γi,j)
ml
ad = (γi ⊲⊳ γj)
ml
ad = δnk
{
θ(j − i)τ bc + θ(i− j)τ cb
}
(γi)
mn
ab (γj)
kl
cd (8.32)
and, inductively, γj1,...,jp = γj1 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ γjp,
(γi1,...,ik ⊲⊳ γj1,...,jp)
ml
ad = δnp
{
θ(j1 − ik)τ
bc + θ(ik − j1)τ
cb
}
(γi1,...,ik)
mn
ab (γj1,...,jp)
p l
cd , (8.33)
where the arguments of γj(A+(Y
j
1 |X
j),A−(Y
j
2 |X
j)) are omitted for simplicity. The trace is
defined analogously
tr ⊲⊳ (γj1,...,jp) = δmk
{
θ(j1 − jp)τ
ba + θ(jp − j1)τ
ab
}
(γj1,...,jp)
mk
ab . (8.34)
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This gives by virtue of (8.28), (8.29)(
g0j1 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g
0
jn
)ml
a d
(W 1,W 2|X) =
(
g0(Xj1; γj1) ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g
0 (Xjn; γjn)
)m l
a d
(W 1,W 2) (8.35)
= −2n−1
{(
γ+j1 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ γ
+
jn
)m l
a d
D
pmpl
a d (Y
j1
1 , Y
jn
2 , X
j1, Xjn|W 1,W 2)
n−1∏
k=1
Ejk, jk+1
}∣∣
Y=0
and, using again (3.12) and (8.27),
tr ⊲⊳ (g
0
j1
⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g0jn)(X) = tr ⊲⊳ (g
0(Xj1; γj1) ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g
0 (Xjn; γjn)) (8.36)
= (−1)p
1
j12n−1
{
tr ⊲⊳
(
γ+j1 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ γ
+
jn
)
Ejn, j1
n−1∏
k=1
Ejk, jk+1
}∣∣
Y=0
,
where, according to (8.8), (8.9) and (8.10),
Ej, k = δ
p2jp
1
k
E
p2j
j,k
Dj, k
, (8.37)
Dj, k = (4π)
M
2 exp
(
sign(k − j)
iπIXk−Xj
4
)√
| det(Xk −Xj)| , (8.38)
E0j, k = exp
(
−
i
4
(Xk −Xj)−1AB(Y
j
2 Y
j
2 + Y
k
1 Y
k
1 )
AB
)
cos
(
1
2
(Xk −Xj)−1ABY
j
2
AY k1
B
)
, (8.39)
E1j, k = i exp
(
−
i
4
(Xk −Xj)−1AB(Y
j
2 Y
j
2 + Y
k
1 Y
k
1 )
AB
)
sin
(
1
2
(Xk −Xj)−1ABY
j
2
AY k1
B
)
. (8.40)
8.2 F -currents
F -currents Jη(Y |X) are represented by Jγ(Y |X) at γab = η ∀a, b. Space-time F -currents are
Jη(Y |X) evaluated at Y = 0. As explained in Section 4, the ρ−odd part η− (4.25) does not
contribute to Jη(0, 0|X) (4.26). Hence, space-time F -currents are represented by I2g (6.1) with
g = g{0,X;η+}.
Naively, this conclusion disagrees with the results of Section 5, where it was shown that, for
M = 2, nonzero contribution to the charges gives η− (4.25), obeying ρ(η−) = −η−. However,
one should take into account that the dX-dependent part of the closed form (5.2) contains
derivatives ∂
∂UA
equivalent to BA. Hence, the parameters of charges and currents differ by M
factors of BA. As a result, their ρ-parities differ by a factor of (−1)
M
2 , which is −1 at M = 2.
Note that the symmetry properties of parameters match for all M . However, in the general
case, the correspondence is less trivial because, as demonstrated in [28], physical parameters
contribute to the closed form (5.2) with additional singular factors that support integration
over spinor variables and compensate the mismatch in ρ-parity. For example, in the 4d case
of M = 4, the symmetry parameter contributes to the physical charge with the singular factor
bilinear in twistor variables, which just brings in a factor of −1. In the twistor sector, necessary
sign factors result from the appropriate choice of integration contours in the twistor space.
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Operator product of n free conformal F− multilinear currents J
2kj
ηj with ρ− invariant pa-
rameters ηj is given by
J 2k1η1 (X
1) . . .J 2knηn (X
n) =
(
∂k1
(∂µ1)k1
. . .
∂kn
(∂µn)kn
E(V0(µ))
) ∣∣∣
µ=0
, (8.41)
with
V0(µ) =
∞∑
j=1
µjg0j , g
0
j = g
0(Xj ; ηj) , (8.42)
g0mla b (X ; η|W 1,W 2) = −η
ml(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) D
pmpl
a b (Y1, Y2, X|W 1,W 2)
∣∣
Y=0
. (8.43)
The formula to be used below for the derivation of OPE and correlators of bilinear F -currents
is obtained at k1 = . . . = kn = 1
Jη1(X
1) . . .Jηn(X
n) =
(
∂
∂µ1
. . .
∂
∂µn
E(V0(µ))
)∣∣∣
µ=0
. (8.44)
For F−currents, butterfly product (8.32) amounts to the matrix product ηj ·ηk with respect
to color indices, i.e.,
(ηi · ηj)
ml = δnk(ηi)
mn(ηj)
kl , tr·(ηj1 · ηj2) = δmk(ηj1 · ηj2)
mk . (8.45)
Assuming that ηj = ηj
mjnj has definite parities p1j and p
2
j (8.31) with respect to the first and
second arguments and that jk 6= jm for k 6= m, this gives(
g0 (Xj1; ηj1) ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g
0 (Xjn; ηjn)
)m l
a d
(W 1,W 2) (8.46)
= −2n−1
{(
ηj1 · . . . · ηjn
)m l
D
pmpl
a d (Y
j1
1 , Y
jn
2 , X
j1, Xjn|W 1,W 2)
n−1∏
k=1
Ejk , jk+1
}∣∣
Y=0
,
tr ⊲⊳
(
g0j1 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g
0
jn
)
= tr ⊲⊳ (g
0 (Xj1; ηj1) ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g
0 (Xjn; ηjn)) (8.47)
= (−1)p
1
j12n−1
{
tr·
(
ηj1 · . . . · ηjn
)
Ejn, j1
n−1∏
k=1
Ejk, jk+1
}∣∣
Y=0
.
These formulae make the computation of OPE and correlators of conserved currents straight-
forward.
9 Correlators of free conformal currents
9.1 Any M and 3d
From (8.44) it follows that the correlator of n free conformal F− currents Jηj with ρ− invariant
parameters ηj can be represented in terms of butterfly algebra A ⊲⊳ as〈
Jη1(X
1) . . .Jηn(X
n)
〉
=
∑
Sn
∑
r
1
r!
∑
k1,...,kr≥2
k1+...+kr=n
1
k1 · · · kr
tr ⊲⊳
(
g0j11 ,...,j1k1
)
. . . tr ⊲⊳
(
g0jr1 ,...,jrkr
)
, (9.1)
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where g0j1,...,jk = g
0
j1
⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g0jk with g
0
j = g
0(Xj; ηj) (8.43), and summation over Sn implies
symmetrization over indices j11 , . . . , j
1
k1
, . . . , jr1, . . . , j
r
kr
. (Note that the terms where at least
one ki = 1 do not contribute because tr ⊲⊳
(
g0jk
)
= 0 in accordance with the fact that, being
normally ordered, fundamental currents have zero VEVs.) Connected n-point functions of free
F -currents with ρ invariant parameters ηj are〈
Jη1(X
1) . . .Jηn(X
n)
〉
con
=
1
n
∑
Sn
tr ⊲⊳
(
g01 ⊲⊳ . . . ⊲⊳ g
0
n
)
, (9.2)
where summation is over all permutations of (1, . . . , n).
Substitution of (8.47) into (9.1), (9.2) gives n-point functions of free F -currents. These
formulae hold for any M ≥ 2. At M = 2, they describe n−point functions of 3d conformal
currents. For any M , the primary currents (2.19) are associated with the parameters
η0 , η(∂U) , η(∂V ) , η
AB∂UA∂V B , with η
AB = −ηBA . (9.3)
9.2 4d
As discussed in [4, 5], usual Minkowski space Md is a subspace of the matrix space MM with
appropriateM . Embedding of 4dMinkowski space-time intoM4 is most conveniently described
in terms of two-component indices α, β = 1, 2 and α′, β ′ = 1′, 2′ in place of the four-component
indices A,B . . . with the convention that complex conjugation exchanges unprimed and primed
indices. We use notation with A = (α, α′) and Y A = (yα, y¯α
′
), where y¯α
′
= yα. Two-component
indices are raised and lowered according to
Aα = εαβAβ , Aβ = εαβA
α , εαβ = −εβα , ε12 = 1 ,
and analogously for primed indices.
In these terms,
XAB =
(
Xαβ Xα
′β
Xαβ
′
X
α′β′
)
, Y A =
(
yα
y¯β
′
)
(9.4)
with Xαβ′ = Xβα
′
and Xαβ = X
α′β′
. For Minkowski coordinates, we also use notation xαβ
′
instead of Xαβ
′
. Minkowski time t and space coordinates xi are
Xαβ
′
= tT αβ
′
+ xiσαβ
′
i , i = 1, 2, 3 , (9.5)
where T αβ
′
= δαβ
′
while σαβ
′
i are Hermitian traceless Pauli matrices.
As shown in [5], since 4d Minkowski space is identified with
XAB =
(
0 xα
′β
xαβ
′
0
)
, (9.6)
the inertia index of XAB equals to ±4 or 0. As a result, s(X) = − det(xβα
′
).
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4d correlators are given by Eqs. (9.1), (8.47) with coordinates (9.6), Y = (y, y¯), ηj =
ηj
(
A+(Y
j
1|x
j),A+(Y
j
2|x
j)
)
, p1,2j being the parity of ηj with respect to Y
j
1,2 , respectively, and
Ej, k = δ
p2jp
1
k
e
p2j
j,k
(4π)2 det(xj − xk)
, (9.7)
e0j, k = exp
(
−
i
2
(xk − xj)−1αβ′(y
k
1
αy¯k1
β′ + yj2
αy¯j2
β′)
)
cos
(
1
2
(xk − xj)−1αβ′
(
yj2
αy¯k1
β′ + yk1
αy¯j2
β′
))
,
(9.8)
e1j, k = i exp
(
−
i
2
(xk − xj)−1αβ′(y
k
1
αy¯k1
β′ + yj2
αy¯j2
β′)
)
sin
(
1
2
(xk − xj)−1αβ′
(
yj2
αy¯k1
β′ + yk1
αy¯j2
β′
))
.
(9.9)
Connected n-point functions of free F -currents with ρ− invariant parameters ηj are〈
Jη1(x
1) . . .Jηn(x
n)
〉
con
=
1
n
∑
Sn
tr ⊲⊳
(
g01,...,n
)
.
To describe primary currents, that belong to the cohomology group H0(σ2−Mnk) of 4d
Minkowski current equation where
σ2−Mnk =
1
2
dxαβ
′
(
∂
∂vα
∂
∂u¯β′
+
∂
∂uα
∂
∂v¯β′
)
= dxαβ
′
(
−
∂
∂yα1
∂
∂y¯β
′
1
+
∂
∂yα2
∂
∂y¯β
′
2
)
, (9.10)
following [42] it is useful to introduce sl2 generators
ρ+ = y
γ
1
∂
∂yγ2
+ y¯γ
′
2
∂
∂y¯γ
′
1
, ρ− = y
γ
2
∂
∂yγ1
+ y¯γ
′
1
∂
∂y¯γ
′
2
, ρ0 = y
γ
1
∂
∂yγ1
+ y¯γ
′
2
∂
∂y¯γ
′
2
−yγ2
∂
∂yγ2
− y¯γ
′
1
∂
∂y¯γ
′
1
,
(9.11)
that commute to σ2−Mnk and act on the space of bilinear currents and, hence, on the space of
parameters.
Treating ρ+ as a positive grade operator, one can find highest sl2-vectors in H
0(σ2−Mnk) to
reconstruct full H0(σ2−Mnk) by the action of ρ−. This gives the following set of parameters
η
(
∂
∂y1
,
∂
∂y2
)
, η¯
(
∂
∂y¯1
,
∂
∂y¯2
)
, ρk−
(
η˜
(
∂
∂y2
,
∂
∂y¯1
))
with ρ−(η) = [η , ρ−] (k = 0, 1, . . .),
(9.12)
representing all primary currents. Note that here η˜ ρ− is replaced by [η˜ , ρ−] using that this
does not affect the final result since Y = 0 in (8.47).
For example, consider
η˜(p,q)
(
∂
∂y2
,
∂
∂y¯1
)
= η
γ(p) ; γ′(q) ∂
∂yγ12
. . .
∂
∂y
γp
2
∂
∂y¯
γ′1
1
. . .
∂
∂y¯
γ′q
1
. (9.13)
Let
h1 =
1
2
(
yγ1
∂
∂yγ1
− y¯γ
′
1
∂
∂y¯γ
′
1
)
, h2 =
1
2
(
yγ2
∂
∂yγ2
− y¯γ
′
2
∂
∂y¯γ
′
2
)
(9.14)
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be rank-1 helicity operators in 4d Minkowski space. Evidently,
h1(η˜) =
1
2
q η˜ , h2(η˜) = −
1
2
p η˜ .
Let η˜
(p,q)
k =
1
k!
ρk
(
η˜(p,q)
)
. Clearly, η˜
(p,q)
k = 0 for k > (p + q). Since h1(ρ−) = −
1
2
ρ−,
h2(ρ−) =
1
2
ρ−,
h1(η˜
(p,q)
k ) =
1
2
(q − k) η˜(p,q)k , h2(η˜
(p,q)
k ) = −
1
2
(p− k) η˜(p,q)k .
In particular, for q = p = 2, this gives
η˜
(2,2)
0 = η
αβ ;α′β′ ∂
∂yα2
∂
∂yβ2
∂
∂y¯α
′
1
∂
∂y¯β
′
1
, (9.15)
η˜
(2,2)
1 = η
αβ ;α′β′
{
∂
∂yα1
∂
∂yβ2
∂
∂y¯α
′
1
∂
∂y¯β
′
1
+
∂
∂yα2
∂
∂yβ2
∂
∂y¯α
′
2
∂
∂y¯β
′
1
}
,
η˜
(2,2)
2 = η
αβ ;α′β′
{
∂
∂yα1
∂
∂yβ1
∂
∂y¯α
′
1
∂
∂y¯β
′
1
+ 2
∂
∂yα1
∂
∂yβ2
∂
∂y¯α
′
1
∂
∂y¯β
′
2
+
∂
∂yα2
∂
∂yβ2
∂
∂y¯α
′
2
∂
∂y¯β
′
2
}
,
η˜
(2,2)
3 = η
αβ ;α′β′
{
∂
∂yα1
∂
∂yβ1
∂
∂y¯α
′
1
∂
∂y¯β
′
2
+
∂
∂yα1
∂
∂yβ2
∂
∂y¯α
′
2
∂
∂y¯β
′
2
}
,
η˜
(2,2)
4 = η
αβ ;α′β′ ∂
∂yα1
∂
∂yβ1
∂
∂y¯α
′
2
∂
∂y¯β
′
2
.
The pairs η˜
(2,2)
0 , η˜
(2,2)
4 and η˜
(2,2)
1 , η˜
(2,2)
3 generate the same currents modulo exchange of the
fundamental fields C1 and C2. Indeed, in this case η˜
(2,2)
0 = η˜
(2,2)
4 , η˜
(2,2)
1 = η˜
(2,2)
3 , η˜
(2,2)
2 = η˜
(2,2)
2 .
As a result, we are left with three independent structures associated with η˜
(2,2)
0 , η˜
(2,2)
1 and η˜
(2,2)
2 .
These correspond to three types of stress tensors
T (1,1) =
(
η˜
(2,2)
0 C1(y1, y¯1)C2(y2, y¯2) + η˜
(2,2)
4 C1(y1, y¯1)C2(y2, y¯2)
) ∣∣∣
y=y¯=0
, (9.16)
T (
1
2
, 1
2
) =
(
η˜
(2,2)
1 C1(y1, y¯1)C2(y2, y¯2) + η˜
(2,2)
3 C1(y1, y¯1)C2(y2, y¯2)
) ∣∣∣
y=y¯=0
, (9.17)
T (0,0) =
(
η˜
(2,2)
2 C1(y1, y¯1)C2(y2, y¯2)
) ∣∣∣
y=y¯=0
, (9.18)
constructed, respectively, from free fields of spins 1, 1
2
and 0. The respective three-point func-
tions reproduce three known three-point functions of 4d stress tensors (see, e.g., [12, 13]).
Analogously, our construction reproduces s+1 independent structures for three-point func-
tions of spin s conserved currents associated with free fields of spins 0, 1/2, . . . s/2.
10 Examples
In this section, obtained results are illustrated by the derivation of n-point functions in the
generalized space-times with arbitrary M . At M = 2, the resulting formulae give correlators
of usual 3d conformal currents.
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10.1 Integer spins
Consider bosonic F−currents. Let
ηmnj (A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = E
mnηj(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) + iE˜
mnη˜j(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X))
(10.1)
with
Ekm = δmk , E˜km = −E˜mk , E˜mkE˜k
n = −δmn , δmm = N (10.2)
(indices are raised and lowered by the O(N ) invariant metric δnm), and ηj , η˜j obeying
ηj(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = ηj(A+(iY2|X),A−(iY1|X)) , (10.3)
η˜j(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = −η˜j(A+(iY2|X),A−(iY1|X))
so that, for boson currents, ηj and η˜j (10.1) are ρ−invariant. Note that, by (10.3), parameters
(η˜j)ηj are (anti)symmetric in color indices, being associated with currents of (odd)even spins.
Substitution of (10.1) into (8.47) gives connected n-point functions (9.2)
〈
Jη1(X
1) . . .Jηn(X
n)
〉b
con
= 2n−1η(n)
(
A)
∑
Sn
(
exp iR(n) cosK1,2 · · · cosKn−1,n cosKn,1
)
(Y )
D1,2 . . .Dn−1,nDn,1
∣∣∣
Y=0
(10.4)
for boson-boson F−currents and
〈
Jη1(X
1) . . .Jηn(X
n)
〉f
con
= −in2n−1η(n)
(
A
)∑
Sn
(
exp iR(n) sinK1,2 · · · sinKn−1,n sinKn,1
)
(Y )
D1,2 . . .Dn−1,nDn,1
∣∣∣
Y=0
(10.5)
for fermion-fermion F−currents. Here
Ki, j =
1
2
(Xj −X i)−1ABY
j
1
AY i2
B , (10.6)
Ri, j =
1
4
(X i −Xj)−1AB(Y
i
2
AY i2
B + Y j1
AY j1
B) , R(n) = R1,2 + . . .+Rn−1,n +Rn,1 (10.7)
and
η(n)(A) =
1
n
tr·
(
(Eηj1 + iE˜η˜j1) · . . . · (Eηjn + iE˜η˜jn)
)
(A) (10.8)
=
N
2n
(
n∏
j=1
(
ηj(a
j
1, a
j
2) + η˜j(a
j
1, a
j
2)
)
+
n∏
j=1
(
ηj(a
j
1, a
j
2)− η˜j(a
j
1, a
j
2)
))
with
aj1 = A+(Y
j
1 |X
j) , aj2 = A−(Y
j
2 |X
j). (10.9)
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Note that (10.8) is a consequence of
tr·(E˜ · . . . · E˜︸ ︷︷ ︸
2m
) = (−1)mN , tr·(E˜ · . . . · E˜︸ ︷︷ ︸
2m+1
) = 0.
From more general perspective, Eq. (10.8) expresses ρ−invariance of correlators.
Substitution of (10.4) and (10.5) into (9.1) gives n-point functions for F−currents of integer
spins including all disconnected contributions. Note that formulae (10.4) and (10.5) are already
projected to parameters ηj , η˜j (10.1) of definite parities with respect to the first and second
arguments. This implies that the condition that parameters η should have definite parities can
be discarded. We will use this property in the sequel in practical applications of (10.4) and
(10.5), only requiring ηj , η˜j to be ρ−invariant, i.e., to obey (10.3).
10.2 Half-integer spins
Consider F -supercurrents. To distinguish between boson and fermion color indices we denote
them by Latin and Greek letters, respectively (the latter should not be confused with spinor
indices). Hence, a F−supercurrent acquires the form
Jη(Y1, Y2|X) =
1
2
(
ηmν Tˆmν(Y1, Y2|X) + η
ν mTˆν m(Y1, Y2|X)
)
, (10.10)
where parameters are required to be ρ− invariant, i.e.,
ηmν(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = iη
ν m(iA−(Y2|X), iA+(Y1|X)). (10.11)
Let
ηmνj (A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = E
mνηj(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) + iE˜
mν η˜j(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X))
(10.12)
with
Emν = Eνm , E˜mν = −E˜νm , E˜µkE˜k
ν = −δµν , EµkEkµ = N . (10.13)
From (10.11) it follows
ηj(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = i ηj(iA−(Y2|X), iA+(Y1|X)) , (10.14)
η˜j(A+(Y1|X),A−(Y2|X)) = −i η˜j(iA−(Y2|X), iA+(Y1|X)) .
For supercurrents, (8.47) is different from zero at n = 2m. Taking into account that
parameters ηj (4.22) are Grassmann odd, analogously to the case of bosonic currents, the
substitution of (10.12) into (8.47) gives by virtue of (8.9), (8.10), (10.11) and (10.13)〈
Jη1(X
1) . . .Jη2m(X
2m)
〉
con
= im2−1η(2m)(A)
∑
S2m
(−1)πS2m
D1,2 . . .D2m−1,2mD2m,1
(10.15)(
− cosK1,2 sinK2,3 . . . · · · cosK2p−1,2p sinK2p,2p+1 · · · sinK2m,1
+ sinK1,2 cosK2,3 . . . sinK2p−1,2p cosK2p,2p+1 · · · cosK2m,1
)
(Y ) exp
[
iR(2m)(Y )
] ∣∣∣
Y=0
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with Dij (8.38), K (10.6), R (10.7) and η(2p)(A) (10.8) (πS2m is the parity of a permutation
of S2m). Substitution of (10.15) into (9.1) gives n-point functions for F−supercurrents of
half-integer spins, including disconnected contributions.
10.3 Correlators of primary currents of integer spins
10.3.1 General case
As mentioned in Section 9.1, primary currents in the matrix space are associated with the
parameters (9.3). The primaries associated with antisymmetric tensor ηAB we call special.
Since, at M = 2, ηαβ ∼ ǫαβ , in that case there is a single spin zero special current that has
dimension ∆ = 2.
In the variables U, V (2.28), the functions Ki, j (10.6) and Ri, j (10.7) have the form
Ki, j =
1
2
(Xj −X i)−1AB(U
iA + V iA)(V jB − U jB) , (10.16)
Ri, j =
1
4
(X i −Xj)−1AB
(
(V iA + U iA)(V iB + U iB) + (V jA − U jA)(V jB − U jB)
)
.(10.17)
Setting for example in (10.1)
ηj = ηj(∂Uj ) , η˜j = η˜j(∂Uj ) , (10.18)
satisfying (10.3), we obtain that the nonzero contribution to correlators comes from
Pi, j = Ki, j|V=0 = −
1
2
(X i −Xj)−1ABU
iAU jB , (10.19)
Q(p) = R(p)|V=0 = Q1, 2, 3 + . . .+Qp−2, p−1, p +Qp−1, p, 1 +Qp, 1, 2 , (10.20)
where
Qi,j,k =
1
4
(
(X i −Xj)−1AB + (X
j −Xk)−1AB
)
U jAU jB . (10.21)
Substitution of (10.18) into (10.4), (10.5) gives
〈
Jη1(X
1) . . .Jηn(X
n)
〉b
con
= 2n−1η(n)
(
∂U
)∑
Sn
(
cosQ(n) cosP1, 2 · · · cosPn−1, n cosPn, 1
)
(U)
D1,2 . . .Dn−1,nDn,1
∣∣∣
U=0
,
(10.22)〈
Jη1(X
1) . . .Jη2m(X
2m)
〉f
con
= (−1)m+122m−1η(2m)
(
∂U
)∑
S2m
(
cosQ(2m) sinP1, 2 · · · sinP2m,1
)
(U)
D1,2 . . .D2m−1,2mD2m,1
∣∣∣
U=0
,
(10.23)〈
Jη1(X
1) . . .Jη2m+1(X
2m+1)
〉f
con
= (10.24)
(−1)m22mη(2m+1)
(
∂U
) ∑
S2m+1
(
sinQ(2m+1) sinP1, 2 · · · sinP2m, 2m+1 sinP2m+1, 1
)
(U)
D1,2 . . .D2m,2m+1D2m+1,1
∣∣∣
U=0
.
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(Recall that η(n)(A) is given in (10.8).) In the derivation of (10.22)-(10.24) one should take into
account antisymmetry of Ri, j
∣∣
V=0
and Ki, j
∣∣
V=0
in i, j and full symmetrization of the r.h.s. ’s
of (10.4) and (10.5), which effectively produces the factors of cosQ... or sinQ... via appropriate
(anti)symmetrization of exp iR(n) in Eqs. (10.4) and (10.5).
As anticipated, Eqs. (10.22)-(10.24) are in accordance with the results of [9, 15].
10.3.2 Two-point function and unitarity
For primary currents with parameters ηmnj of the form (10.1) with ηj and η˜j (10.18), taking
into account that Q(2) = 0, we obtain from (10.22) and (10.23) in the boson-boson and fermion-
fermion cases, respectively,
〈
Jη1(X
1)Jη2(X
2)
〉b
= −
2N exp
(
iπI
X1−X2
2
)
(4π)M | det(X2 −X1)|
(
η1η2 + η˜1η˜2
)(
∂U1 , ∂U2
)
cos2
(
P (U1, U2)
) ∣∣∣
U1=U2=0
, (10.25)
〈
Jη1(X
1)Jη2(X
2)
〉f
=
2N exp
(
iπIX1−X2
2
)
(4π)M | det(X2 −X1)|
(
η1η2 + η˜1η˜2
)(
∂U1 , ∂U2
)
sin2
(
P (U1, U2)
) ∣∣∣
U1=U2=0
, (10.26)
where
P (U1, U2) = −
1
2
(X1 −X2)−1ABU
1AU2B .
Since at M = 2, IX1−X2 = {−2, 0, 2}, as anticipated,〈
Jη1(X
1)Jη2(X
2)
〉
=
〈
Jη2(X
2)Jη1(X
1)
〉
∀ X1, X2 ; M = 2.
Since the overall sign in front of the two-point function is different for IX1−X2 = 0 and IX1−X2 6=
0, for M = 2 Eqs. (10.25), (10.26) can be rewritten in the form〈
Jη1(X
1)Jη2(X
2)
〉b
= −
2N (4π)−2
det(X2 −X1)
(
η1η2 + η˜1η˜2
)(
∂U1 , ∂U2
)
cos2
(
P (U1, U2)
) ∣∣∣
U1=U2=0
,
(10.27)〈
Jη1(X
1)Jη2(X
2)
〉f
=
2N (4π)−2
det(X2 −X1)
(
η1η2 + η˜1η˜2
)(
∂U1 , ∂U2
)
sin2
(
P (U1, U2)
) ∣∣∣
U1=U2=0
.
(10.28)
To find correlators of special primaries, we set η1(∂Y 11 , ∂Y 12 ) = η
AB∂UA∂V B , η2(∂Y 21 , ∂Y 22 ) =
η′AB∂U ′A∂V ′B in (10.1) with η
AB = −ηBA, η′AB = −η′BA (η˜ = 0). From (10.5), we obtain
〈
Jη(X)Jη′(X
′)
〉
= −
N exp
(
iπIX−X′
2
)
(X ′ −X)−1AB(X
′ −X)−1CDη
ACη′BD
(4π)M | det(X ′ −X)|
. (10.29)
At M = 2 the special primaries describe ∆ = 2 scalar currents with ηαβ = η′αβ = ǫαβ. Since
(X ′ −X)−1αβ(X
′ −X)−1γδ ǫ
αγǫβδ = 2det −1(X ′ −X) , this gives〈
Jη(X)Jη′(X
′)
〉
=
N
8π2 det2(X ′ −X)
. (10.30)
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As anticipated, the signs of two-point functions respect unitarity. Indeed, suppose that a
state
|A〉 =
∫
Σ
φnm(X)Jnm(X)|0〉 (10.31)
is represented by an integral over a space-like surface Σ with some measure φnm(X). (More
precisely, Σ is some local Cauchy bundle introduced in [5]). In particular, at M = 2, for any
space-like Σ,
IX−X′ = 0 ∀X,X
′ ∈ Σ . (10.32)
In this case, the two-point functions (10.27) and (10.28) turn out to be positive-definite for the
currents of even spins and negative-definite for the currents of odd spins.1 This just matches the
property (4.17) that the ρ-invariant currents of (odd)even spins are (anti)Hermitian, implying
that 〈A|A〉 > 0 for all spins. (Here it is important that the parameters ηnmi (10.1) are Hermitian
for real η and η˜).
10.3.3 Three-point function
For primary parameters (10.1) of the form
ηmnj = η
mn
j (∂Uj ) , η˜
mn
j = η˜
mn
j (∂Uj ) ,
Eqs. (10.22) and (10.24) give for boson-boson and fermion-fermion currents, respectively,
〈Jη1(X
1)Jη2(X
2)Jη3(X
3)〉b =
N
π3M/2
exp
(
i
π
4
(IX1−X2 + IX2−X3 + IX1−X3)
)
(10.33)∣∣ det(X1 −X2) det(X1 −X3) det(X2 −X3)∣∣− 12(
η1(∂U1)
(
η2(∂U2)η3(∂U3) + η˜2(∂U2)η˜3(∂U3)
)
+ η˜1(∂U1)
(
η˜2(∂U2)η3(∂U3) + η2(∂U2)η˜3(∂U3)
))
cos
(
Q1,2,3 +Q2,3,1 +Q3,1,2
)
cos (P1,2) cos (P2,3) cos (P3,1)
(
U1, U2, U3
)∣∣∣
U1=U2=U3=0
,
〈Jη1(X
1)Jη2(X
2)Jη3(X
3)〉f = −
N
π3M/2
exp
(
i
π
4
(IX1−X2 + IX2−X3 + IX1−X3)
)
(10.34)∣∣ det(X1 −X2) det(X1 −X3) det(X2 −X3)∣∣− 12(
η1(∂U1)
(
η2(∂U2)η3(∂U3) + η˜2(∂U2)η˜3(∂U3)
)
+ η˜1(∂U1)
(
η˜2(∂U2)η3(∂U3) + η2(∂U2)η˜3(∂U3)
))
sin
(
Q1,2,3 +Q2,3,1 +Q3,1,2
)
sin (P1,2) sin (P2,3) sin (P3,1)
(
U1, U2, U3
)∣∣∣
U1=U2=U3=0
1Integration over a general (i.e., not necessarily space-like) surface will not lead to an integral of some
expression of a definite sign since in this case IX−X′ will take all possible values for various X,X
′ ∈ Σ.
Nevertheless, the final result should be positive because the space of states resulting from the integration over
space-like surfaces, as well as over twistor space, spans the full Hilbert space of states H , so that any other
integration prescription will result in a vector from H .
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with
Pi, j = −
1
2
(X i −Xj)−1ABU
iAU jB , Qi,j,k =
1
4
(
(X i −Xj)−1AB + (X
j −Xk)−1AB
)
U jAU jB .
For M = 2, the factor of exp
(
iπ
4
(IX1−X2 + IX2−X3 + IX1−X3)
)
is sensitive to the order of
Jη1(X
1),Jη2(X
2),Jη3(X
3) in the correlator. However, as anticipated, for space-like separation
of all three points with IX1−X2 = IX1−X3 = IX2−X3 = 0 the sign factor is 1 independently of
the order of currents.
Consider one special and two regular primary currents setting in (10.1) η˜ = 0, η1(∂Y 11,2) =
ηAB1 ∂U1A∂V 1B with some antisymmetric η
AB
1 , η2(∂Y 21,2) = η2(∂U2) and η3(∂Y 31,2) = η3(∂U3). From
(10.5) it follows〈
Jη1(X
1)Jη2(X
2)Jη3(X
3)
〉
=
−4iN
(4π)3M/2
exp
(
i
π
4
(IX1−X2 + IX2−X3 + IX1−X3)
)
(∣∣ det(X1 −X2) det(X1 −X3) det(X2 −X3)∣∣)− 12 ηAB1 η2(∂U2)η3(∂U3)
(X1 −X2)−1AC(X
3 −X1)−1BD U
2CU3D
(
cos
(
Q2,3,1 +Q1,2,3
)
sinP2,3
)(
U2, U3
)∣∣∣
U2=U3=0
.
For two special and one regular currents we set in (10.1) η˜ = 0, ηj(∂Y j1,2
) = ηABj ∂UjA∂V jB ,
with some antisymmetric ηABj with j = 1, 2 and η3(∂Y 31,2) = η3(∂U3). From (10.5) it follows〈
Jη1(X
1)Jη2(X
2)Jη3(X
3)
〉
=
4N
(4π)3M/2
exp
(
i
π
4
(IX1−X2 + IX2−X3 + IX1−X3)
)
(∣∣ det(X1 −X2) det(X1 −X3) det(X2 −X3)∣∣)− 12 ηAD1 ηCB2 η3(∂U3)
(X1 −X2)−1AC(X
2 −X3)−1BF (X
3 −X1)−1ED U
3EU3F sin
(
Q2,3,1
)(
U3
)∣∣∣
U3=0
.
11 Conclusion
In this paper, operator algebra of 3d conserved currents is reconstructed in terms of certain
associative algebra M of distributions g(Y ) in the twistor space. Remarkably, description of
OPE of the infinite tower of HS currents turns out to be much simpler than for a finite set.
The reason is that, as long as distributions g(Y ) are kept arbitrary, their products at different
Y are well defined even at coinciding space-time points X . On the other hand, to describe
OPE of currents of particular spins, it is necessary to consider appropriate derivatives of g(Y )
at Y = 0 leading to (derivatives of) δ(Y ) at Y = 0 in the operator product. To regularize such
expressions, one has to consider currents J(Y |X) at different X .
Once algebra M is known, it is easy to reconstruct the dependence on space-time coordi-
nates X , which is completely determined by the unfolded equations in terms of Y -dependence.
Practically, the map is given by the generalized D function which can be called twistor-to-
boundary D-function (propagator). This step is insensitive to particular realization of con-
served currents since the conservation condition for conformal currents completely determines
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twistor-to-boundary D-function. As a result, space-time operator algebra is determined by the
twistor algebra M which encodes full information on the dynamical origin of the system.
For currents built from free massless fields, after an appropriate half-Fourier transform,
algebra M coincides with the universal enveloping algebra of the conformal HS algebra [16].
This conclusion fits the analysis of [14, 15] on the bulk side, where the computation performed in
terms of HS algebra was essentially based on HS symmetry, allowing the authors of [15] to find
all connected n-point functions up to overall coefficients. Similarly, the computation of this
paper, allowing to determine n-point functions with exact relative coefficients, is controlled
by the symmetry associated with M. Since M relates operator products involving different
numbers of currents, it was called multiparticle algebra in [16]. (Note that it has the meaning
of a multiparticle symmetry from the bulk point of view where boundary currents correspond
to elementary fields.) The final result turns out to be remarkably simple both for the operator
algebra and for n-point functions, being formulated in terms of butterfly product constructed
from the star product of the HS algebra. In particular, the generating function of n-point
functions has the suggestive form of certain determinant with respect to butterfly product.
Obtained results may have different applications. A particularly interesting direction is to
analyze deformations of operator algebras to be associated with deformations of the underlying
free dynamical system, i.e., interactions. For example, AdS4/CFT3 HS algebras (see [38] and
references therein) contain no free continuous parameters. Hence, the corresponding 3d operator
algebras are rigid in agreement with the conclusion of Maldacena and Zhiboedov [22]. On the
other hand, AdS3/CFT2 HS algebras contain a free parameter ν [41]. Hence, in agreement with
the analysis of HS AdS3/CFT2 correspondence (see [43] and references therein), the boundary
algebras are not unique.
On the other hand, as explained in more detail in [16], M is a promising candidate for the
symmetry underlying a string-like extension of HS theory, which we call multiparticle theory.
Hopefully, further study along these lines may shed light on the structure of HS theory with
mixed-symmetry fields and, eventually, on yet unknown HS multiparticle version of String
Theory. It is tempting to speculate that the origin of butterfly formulae for the operator
algebra and n-point functions should receive natural explanation in terms of the multiparticle
theory.
Amplitudes can be associated with n-point functions carrying stripped indices of creation
and annihilation operators. Interaction deformation of such n-point functions, computed in this
paper for free currents, may help to clarify deeper structures underlying tremendous progress
in the analysis of multiparticle processes of field theory. Parallelism with sophisticated field-
theoretic methods due to twistor description is obvious (see, e.g., [44] and references therein).
Wightman functions of currents 〈J(X1)J(X2) . . . J(Xn)〉 evaluated in this paper should
be distinguished from chronological functions. The latter can be easily obtained from the
former at least away from singularities via insertion of appropriate step-functions in time. On
the other hand, Wightman functions contain additional factors, that depend on the causal
relations between coordinates X i and originate from the accurate definition of the involved
D-functions. Both in our scheme and in that of [14, 15] D-functions and Green functions
result from Gaussian integrals in the twistor space. In our approach, signs of D-functions are
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determined by evaluation of Gaussian integrals in the complexified Fock-Siegel space [28] which
is a twistor extension of the usual Siegel space [29, 30]. It would be interesting to extend
this technics to the bulk computations of [14, 15] where evaluation of Gaussians was so far
a bit formal, hence leaving undetermined sign factors resulting from the square root of the
determinant.
Being based on unfolded dynamics, our construction can be easily extended to a larger
space where the symmetry, originally interpreted as conformal at the boundary, acts. This is
achieved via extension of the unfolded current conservation equations, that still have the form
of flatness conditions (2.50). Most natural option is to go to the bulk AdS space. This is
achieved via extension of D-functions to the bulk by solving unfolded equations (2.1) with the
initial data (3.5), that gives a twistor-to-bulk extension of the rank-two D-function. In fact, up
to details distinguishing between D-functions and Green functions, the respective twistor-to-
bulk D-functions (propagators) that indeed respect the initial data (3.5) in the twistor space
are well known (see, e.g., [11, 15] and references therein). In accordance with the general
analysis of [24], this simple observation uplifts the whole setting from the boundary to the bulk
in a very straightforward way, making boundary and bulk computations literally equivalent.
In particular, our computation reproduces the results of Didenko and Skvortsov [15] on 3d
connected n-point functions, determining all relative coefficients for different n and extending
them to supercurrents. This approach works equally well in higher dimensions allowing us, in
particular, to evaluate n-point current correlators in four dimensions in Section 9.2.
As argued in [24], equivalence of the boundary and bulk pictures should hold beyond the
level of free fields as well. However, apart from two specific HS models corresponding to free
boundary theories, explicit relation is more involved requiring solution of nonlinear unfolded
equations in the both of dual pictures. To make the AdS4/CFT3 correspondence complete
at the nonlinear quantum level, one should construct a generating functional invariant under
(appropriately deformed) multiparticle symmetries. As shown in [45], in unfolded dynamics
approach, gauge invariance of such a functional implies that it is represented by an integral
of a closed form, which is independent of local variations of the integration surface. (This is
analogous to the charge Q (5.1) that can be equally well evaluated via integration over twistor
space or space-time.) Hence, the corresponding generating functional can be evaluated via
integration over (i) twistor space, (ii) partially twistor space and partially boundary surface, or
(iii) over bulk, giving the same result. Such an equivalence (duality) may seem obscure unless
manifest equivalence of different formulations via unfolded dynamics is accounted.
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